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NEW MOMENTUM

COSTLY 'CANES

UCF experts predict
storms could mean .
higher gas prices

Football team hopes to start a winning streak by
ending a long road losing streak - SEE sPORTS,As

-· SEE .NEWS, A2
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UCFfirst
in state for
real estate

\l

wwW..UCFnews.com ·Thursday, September 29, 2005

TAILGATING TRAGEDY

Pieci1ig it ~oge

VANESSA FERNANDEZ
Staff Writer

(

'

Dr. Phillips, Inc. has donated $2.5 million to establish the Dr. P. Phillips School
of Real Estate in the UCF College of
Business Administration.
Dr. Phillips Inc., which was established by a Central Florida landowner
and citrus baron Phillip Phillips, owns
nearly 2 million square feet of industrial
and office properties in the area It uses
a large portion of its earnings to support
various nonprofit organizations.
Titls is not the first time Dr. Phillips
Inc. has made donations to UCR Previous gifts from the company to the College of Business Administration created
the Dr. Phillips Institute for the Study of
A,mfaican Business Activity and the
Della Phillips-Martha Schenck Chair in
American Private Enterprise.
One of the oldest buildings on the
UCF campus is i;iamed after Howard
Phillips, the son of Phillip Phillips.
''.At a time when there is tremendous
activity in the real estate market, this
generous gift from Dr. Phillips Inc. will
allow the university to play a vital role in
educating the top professionals who will
be needed as this industry and its role in
the Central Florida and the national
economy continue to grow;' UCf President John Hitt said in a press release.
Although bachelor's degrees in real
estate are offered at FSU, FIU and FAU,
there are currently no named real estate
schools in Florida UCF would be the
first in the state.
"This will help to increase the level of
visibility and prestige ofthe school;' said
Anthony Byrd, the chair and assocfate
professor for the Department of
Finan~e. Byrd has been helping to plan
this program for nearly a year.
The gift will be combined with state
matching funds and the local chapter of
the National Association of Industrial
and Office Properties has pledged
$600,000 and has raised more than half
of that to date. Titls will create at least a
$6 million endowment for the school
. The endowment will support the
Howard Phillips Eminent Scholar Chair
in Real Estate, the Dr. P. Phillips Institute
for Research and Education in Real
Estate, and the Dr. P. Phillips Scholarship
Program for real estate students.
Classes for the new real estate school
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Final seconds
tense, violent
SEAN LAVIN
Senior Staff Writer

U

CF sophomore Davin Homan hit the
ground when he heard shots fired Saturday before the Marshall game. Then,
he said, something compelled him to
stand up and find out wliat ha,J2Pened.
"I saw the undercover guy in the green shirt
just cringe in the worst position," Homan said of
UCF Police Officer Mario Jenkins. Jenkins fell to
the ground moment~ later.
The loud roar of students celebrating the pregame football festivities immediately turned into
an eerie silence.
Already lying on the ground, with a bullet
wound in his stomach, was 24-year-Old UCF fan
Mike Young. FDLE has confirmed that the bullet
came from Jenkin's gun.
·
Homan stood in a crowd of at least 50 students with his mouth hanging open as ORMC
emergency care physician Neil Rodgers, who was
tailgating on his day off, rushed onto the scene and
tried to resuscitate Jenkins with CPR
"He rolled him over," Homan said. "He knew
what he was doing and was giving him CPR ...
"I didn't know what to do. I thought I was going
to pass out and I walked over to my friend and
started getting queasy. I turned around and started throwing up."
At that point, Homan said that "because ofhow

SPECIAL TOTHE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Photos taken during last Saturday's police shooting at the UCF football tailgate show UCF officer Mario Jenkins, wearing a green T·shirt;
or:i the ground with Michael Young, wearing a black football jersey, top. Another photo shows Jenkins with his gun ~rawn in an
altercation with an unidentified man, above. It appears the officer's gun was not pointed directly at th11 man's head.

much blood Was on his back," combined with
"the way he was laying there," he knew Jenkins
was dead
The details that lead up to that point remain
unclear. FDLE refuses to say how many shots

were fired or to explain what prompted Jenkins
to draw his firearm in a crowd of students.
· Adam Douglas, who was detained and.quesPL~E SEE WITNESSES ON A6

SCHOOL ON A7.

Sole ticket dominates Senate elections
Candidates running on the LIVE ticket won all but one seat ·i n this year's stu~ent Senate elections
MARK JUSTICE
Senior Staff Writer

{

The Leadership, Involvement, Virtue and Experience
ticket won all but a single seat
in this year's SGA Senate elections. However, next week candidate's Sean Whitaker and
Juan Me9.olla will compete in
this year's only run-off race.

(

AKnight for Relief

'
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More than 50 campus
organizations have teamed up with
the UCF Student Government
Association to hold AKnight for· ·
Relief tomorrow night at 6 p.m. in
the Pegasus Ballroom at the Student
Union. Students are encouraged to
give cash donations atthe door. All
proceeds will go to the American
Red Cross and to Tulane University
for dispersement to smaller
charitable agencies. Local music acts
Grayscale and Aryia will headline
the show, and other acts and clubs
will join in the good cause.

Newly elected Sen. Nick
Gianinni was the only student
running against a member of
the L!VE ticket to win a seat.
Giannini says he will use his
position as a member of the
38th Senate to raise interest in
student involvement.
Gianinni found the lack of
interest this year "depressing"
and said he wants to !'change

"Competition spurs inter- this year can be found on both
the way students view candiest," Szczepanski said.
sides of the ballot. Even some
dates."
Sen. Tara Sczcepanski, who
Sczcepanski shared a sense of UCF's most involved stucampaigned unopposed as a of excitement for the success of dents~ such ·as Orientation
member of the LIVE ticket, was . LIVE, and says that the ticket Team Member Curtis Barnes,
confident that she would win will maintain a strong·presence • expressed a lack of interest in
her seat. Sczcepanski, who also to support their ~andidate campus politics.
Barnes
believes
that
serves as president of The entering the run off election
because of his work on the 0Asian Student· Union, found next week.
The low level of interest
the lack of interest disappointing.
that student's had for elections
PLEASE SEE NEW ON AS

Katrina relief concert at UCF
Hunicane victim
to share experience
with attendees
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

Student Government Association, in cooperation with
more than 50 campus organizations, will host A Knight for
Relief in order to raise money
and donations for victims of

one of the deadliest storms in
U.S. history.
The event, which will be
broadcast live by 0-Rock 105.9,
takes place tomorrow at 6 p.m.
in the Pegasus Ballroom of the
Student Union.
In perhaps the evening's
most inspiring moment, a victim of Katrina will be on-hand
to share her experiences with
the audience
The event will feature a variety of local music acts and
entertainment contributions

from· different campus clubs ·
,and organizations.
Local bands Grayscale and
Aryia, Kick and Plain Jane Automobile will perform.
''.A number of organizations
had expressed interest in doing
their own individual events,"
Craig Alles, SGA chief of staff,
said "When SGA sent out calls
to OSI and other agencies, we
got back an alarming number of
people who said they were
PLEASE SEE

EVENT ON A2

And the winners are
The Leadership, Involvement,·
Virtue and Experience ticket won all
but one seat in this year's SGA Senate
race.
Candidates Sean Whitaker and
Juan Medolla Will compete in this
.year'sonly run-off race for Health
and Public Affairs seat 2.
The run-off will be held Monday
through Wednesday of next week.
Results will be announced
Wednesday night.
1
,

Church, state sparked
debate in sympqsium
MARY KNOWLES
Contributing Writer

More than 600 people
attended Monday's. day-long
church-state symposium at
UCF, "Blurring the Line," to
hear debates about the mixing
of the political and religious
realms in America
The symposium, sponsored
by UCF's Lou Frey Institute of

Politics and Government,
brought together religious
leaders, attorneys and other
speakers to debate issues such
as prayer in schools, faithbased programs, and Ten
Commandments cases.
The audience, in the Pegasus Ballroom of the Student
Union, included UCF students,'
PLEASE SEE

RELIGIOUS ON A5

·AROUND
CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community'

Find that missing major or minor
Career Services and Experimental Learning will host a
Fall Majors Fair from 10 am. to'
2 p.m. Thursday in the Pegasus
Ballroom.
The event is open to all students who are deciding on a
major or minor. and want to dis-·
·CUSS their options with a faculty member. For more information, call 407-823-2361.

Learn to think critically about art ·
Jerry Saltz, senior art critic
for the Village Voice in New
York City, will speak at 2 p.m.
Friday in Visual Art Building
Room140A.
The .event is sponsored by
the UCF Art Department Masters in Fine Arts Program. For
more information, call Janet
Kilbride at 407-823-3110.

Learn when enough is enough
The UCF Counseling Center will be holding a an open
discussion group for any student who is considering cutting
back on their drug or alcohol ·
use or want-to quit completely
from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. Friday at
the Counseling Center Rpom
200.
The session uses a laid back
style, informal style that
encourages non-judgmental
discussion. .
For ri:iore information call
Laura Riddle at 407-823-2811.

Police and UCF community ·
mourns
Funeral services for UCF
Police Officer Mario Jenkins
will be held at 10 am. Satur_d ay
at th~First Baptist Church,
3000' S. John Young Parkway,
Orlando.
Law enforcement officials
from several area departments
and around the state are
expected to attend. The public
is also welcome.
UCF and SunTrust Bank
have established a Mario Jenkins Memorial Trust Fund to
benefit his . family. Donations
can be made at any SunTrust
Bank in Central Florida,
For more information call
Tom Evelyn, UCF News and
Information, at 407-823-5988.

VUCF needs volunteers to.sort cans
Volunteer UCF needs, volunteers to help the Second
Harvest Food Bank sort canned
goods to be distributed to ·
· needy families across Central
Florida
VUCF will be leaving at 8:15 .
a.m. Saturday from, in front of
Millican Hall.
For more information, email
Donya
at
dgmd84@yahoo.com.

VASA celebrates cultural holiday
Learn about Vietnamese
culture with the Vietnamese
American Student Association
and their celebration of the
Mid-Autumn Moon Festival ·
The festival, which commemorates·the traditional .e nd
of the harvest season, will have
music, dancing and cultural
dispiays. For more information,
e-mail vasa_ucf@hotmail.com.

Multimedia internship fair
· The Society of Professional
Journalists, the National Associatidn: of Black Journalists and
Radio Television News Directors Association are holding a
Multimedia job fair from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday in the
St:udent Union's Cape Ballroom:
The fair will focus on journalism careers. Students are
instructed to show up on time
for their scheduled appointments. For more information,
call Christine Dellert at 727460-0267.

Learn about Muslim culture
Anyone who ~as had questions about the culture of Muslim women can feel free to ask
them themselves.
·
Presented by the sisters with
Muslim Student Association.
. For more information, call
Chris Cusano at 727-946-1068.

Hurricanes impact entire economy
Rising oil, gas prices could raise overall costs for tou.rism, construction
gasoline, that followed Katrina lifted these types of re~ations expect an expansion in the
worsened
the
situation, after storms. According to restaurant business as many
News Editor
Chakravorty said. "It · just Chakravorty this is a good displaced chefs, cooking everyHurricane season ends Nov. increases the demand. The thing. However, releasing !e~er thing from cajun to classic
30, but its affect on gas prices, pumps don't have enough to al stores is not. "That·oil is a French cuisine, relocate thembuilding costs and tourism will give people."
very small amount - only 30 selves or their restaurants. "One
likely last much longer, accordUnfortunately for con- days worth," he said. ''The Unit- whole company, Ruth's Chris
ing to some UCF professors.
sumers, gas prices rise faster -ed States uses 20 billion gallons Steakhouse, is moving its cor"We used to have regional th.an they fall. ·~y bad news of gas a day. It wouldn't really · porate headquarters from New
effects," Mark Soskin, • UCF translates into higher prices and make a difference."
Orleans to Central Florida,"
associate professor of econom- the lack ofbad news isn't necesNatural gas, which is found Pizamsaid.
ics, said. "In the last 15 years that sarily seen as good news," in oil fields, may also .rise in
·. Pizam is slightly concerned
seems to have disappeared. Chakravorty said.
· cost. "When a natural disaster that gas prices will eventually
Now the country moves togethTuesday, President Bush affects oil than natural gas is hit that magic mark that stops
er:'
asked Americans to conserve affected too," Chakravorty ~aid. . American travel "If we have a
And, according to Ujjayant gasoline by eliminating -any ·
Energy costs are not the only shortage of gas we will see a
Chakravorty, UC;F professor of unnecessary travel. Chakra- prices expected to rise. Accord- very negative effect," he said.
economics, w}:iat the country is vorty isn't sure ifpeople will tis- ing to Mark Soskin, Central "However, if gas prices just go
moving toward is higher energy ten, but conservation, he feels, Floridians can expect to shell up we should be OK until they
costs. "These hurricanes could will come on its own. "I don't out a little extra for building hit the point where Americans
not have hit a worse place," he think talking about it [conserva- materials and supplies. 'When will stay home. No one knows
said. Louisiana and Texas com- tion] will help," he said. "If you are in a building boom like what that point is. Ifyou'd asked
bined have 40 oil refineries. prices stay up consumers will Florida 'is, then a . hurricane me last year Would $3 a gallon
That is 30 percent of America's use less gas. If prices continue shifts a lot of that to repairs," he curtail travel?' I would have said
oil. producing capacity. Katrina to stay high or rise, in six said. "It's like baking a cake - if yes. It didn't though.''
shut down~ percent to 20 per- months or a year we will see you're out of one ingredient,
If the ne;xt few hurricane
cent of Louisiana's oil refining SUV prices declining, people you're done.
seasons behave the way weathcapacity and, according to using less gas and auto indusThis, Soskin said, leads to er experts expect them to, proChakravorty, the U.S. just does- tries paying more attention to higher prices on things like ply- ducing several severe storms a
n't have any wiggle room.
fuel efficiency. People will be wood and cinder blocks and to year, Pizam said there will be a
'We·haven't built oil refiner- more conscious. It will definite- higher labor costs since many downturil in summer travel
ies for about 30 years," he said. ly have an affect on demand."
contractors head to damaged
"If this happens again and
"Everyone says, 'Not in my
again in'the same area, summer
Chakravorty said local areas for 'Work.
backyard.' Our refineries are shortages can be handled by
Ironically, the tourismindus-: after summer, then people
operating at more than 95 per- bringing in gas from out of state. try may have benefited from ' might stay away during the
cent capacity." He added that However, because of the way Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, summer," he said. "It would be a
the lack of oil found globally in the gasoline industry works, according to the' dean of UCF's minor disaster.''
·
the past five year5 and the "new moving gas from one part to · Rosen <;::ollege of Hosp~tality
Soskin feels .the .problem
players" on the. oil scene another isn't simply a matter of Management Abrahant Pizam; won't be tom:ism,.which.he says .
can handle any hit it might take. ,
. China, India and Brazil - com- filling a truck and the process, if at least in the short-term. ·
bine to equal a large demand needed, will also send prices up.
"Job seekers are coming to because with theAnierican doland a fairly small supply. "Less
There are 16 types of gas and Central Florida We have. the . lar declining in value Florida is
and less of Middle Eastern oil is three different grades and dif- jobs and had some trouble fmd- an affordable place for Eurogoing to the United States;• he ferent states have different envi- ing qualified people." Pizam peans to travel, but immigrasaid.
ronmental regulatipns. "You said hospitality management tion. "Florida has gotten used to
All of these factors result in might need to add a new chem- jobs and other service indt'istry having a lot of immigration," he
higher prices at the gas pump. ical or wash pipelines," he said. jobs will likely be opening up 'in said. ''With these storms people
The "herd behavior," where
In the past, the government Florida
,
might give a second thought to
'consumers rushed to stock-pile has occasionally temporarily
Central Florida can also moving down here.'' ·

KATE HOWELL

Honors college raises funds with beads
ERIC GRIMMER
Contributing Writer

The Burnett Honors College
is imitating the spirit of New
Orleans with their bead-based
fundraiseL
'
Until Oct. 7, the Burnett
Honors Oollege is holding a
fundraiser called "The Spirit of
Mardi Gras;• selling black and
gold Mardi Gras-style beaded
necklaces and holding a chance
drawing.for a vintage 7bs-style
pinball machine. Proceeds from
both will be donated to the
American Red Cross to be used
in the Hurricane Katrina relief
efforts.
There are two distinct kinds
of Mardi Gras beaded necklaces that students can purchase. Fortunately, · neither
requires anyone to take their
top off. The first type is a simple
black and gold combination.

. A total of1440 beaded neck- of the necklace fundraiser. The
Students can receive two for
only a $1 donation. The second laces were purchased through drawing will be held in the
·k ind is a bit more complex with the Honors Congress from par- lobby of the Honors College at ·
black and gold beads but with tybeadsonline.com. Norburn is 3:30 p.m. Norburn hopes to ·
miniature-size footballs sepa- counting on her student volun- obtain the UCF Jazz Ensemble
rating sections of the beads. teers to get the word out. "Cur- to play at the event and New
Those are available for a $2 rently, it is more Honors-orient- Orleans-style food will be
donation.
ed, but we're trying to get it out served to all the guests.
Jill Norburn, director of . to the rest of the campus," NorWong himself will draw the ·
Honors Student Affairs, and a bl,lfll said.
winner but other prizes are up
team of five student volunteers
The other aspect of "The .for grabs. There will be other
are responsible for the market- Spirit of Mardi GJ$" ,fundraiser . ~c~ drawings for iteJl!S such
ing and distribution of both is the chanct·drawipg for a :v.i,n~ ·~ a :free one year mem~J$.ip ,.
types of necklaces. Necklaces tage '70s pinball niachfue, tctthe alumni ·association, ~
are currently being sold at a donated by the college's own shirts, and gift certificates to
table in the Honors college dean, Alvin Wong. The pinball !peal restauran~ such as Ernerlobby, before and after the Hon- machine has an·estimated value il's. ·
Potential winners should
ors Symposium that takes place of $400, with all proceeds again
between 4:30 p.m. and 6:20 p.m. going to the Red Cross. It is on not be discouraged if they canoh Mondays al}d Tuesdays.
display in the lobby of the Hon- not attend the Friday drawing.
The student volunteers are ois College. Those interested in According to Norburn, winners
·also given bags of necklaces to tickets should visit the Burnett who are not in attendance will
market as they see fit, taking Honors College Room 101 for be contacted via phone or ethem to each of their classes moreIDformation.
mail to be notified oftheir gloriand setting up shop outside the
The drawing will be held ous victory. She said all should
Student Union.
·
· Oct 7, the same day as the end · feel free to enter.

Event is free, but SGA encourages attendees to give cash donations at the door
FROM

Al

interested in doing something.
Alles said the event was an
import;ant way for many student organizations to get
together as one entity and help
raise as much money as possible.
He also stressed that SGA is
m,erely actihg as an umbrella to
bring these organizations
together for the best interest•of
UCF.
"We decided to try to us~
SGA as an umbrella essentially
to bring together all of th~ in.dividual efforts, which were
being put forth,'' Alles said. 'We
got everybody together in the
same room talking and decided
that if we all did something
together it would be more beneficial"
There were a number of
·plans in the early stages of this
event and took quite a lot of

deliberating between SGA and eventually decided that rough- ty of the entire country come
the dozens of groups involved ly 75 percent of the proceeds together and help us out." .
to decide what gameplan they would benefit the Ameriean
"Events like this help bring
would go With.
everyone together, .mqre so ·
Red Cross.
Once a decision was
The rest would go to Tulane than just cutting a c;h~ "
reached, A Knight for Relief University and that university's .
Students .have already been .
officials would decide how to calling and stopping by the
was born.
''.At first there were a lot ·of donate the remainder to local SGA office to offer help with
the event. SGA Vice President ·
great ideas on the table and Charities.
there was a challenge to get
Alles said the idea of giving McClain Woolsey sh,are~ Alles~
focus and move toward a col- money to Tulari.e was ·taken vision ofUCF students coming
lective goal;" Alles said. "Every- from the Univ~rsity of Buffalo together and helping victims of
,,
.
body comes with their ·own when its officials donated Katrina
ideology and beliefs· and we money to UCF after last-year's
"SGA is considered the
took about a week to decide hurricane season. · ·
voice of the students, ~o it
that this is what we wanted to
SGA representatives · are makes sense for us ~ head up
do.''
hoping that the student body this event and fundraiser for
"Everybody who participat- will recognize the importance victims of Hurricane Katrina,"
ed - which was a diverse of this event and turn out in Woolsey said. "We hope the
group ofstudents - were up to ·high numbers to help benefit students see that SGA is here
the task and when the time the victims as :i;,nuch as possible. for people and that we want to
After all, Alles said he feels do things like this."
came a decision was made."
Also an arduou's decision we had the same done for us.
There is no fee to attend the
was naming a charitable organ"Being in Florida, '}V'e're cer- event;however SGA is strongly
ization to which the funds tainly no strangers to hurri- encouraging students and anycanes,'' Alles said. "Just last one else planning to attend to
would goto.
Alles said that many people summer we were hit numerous make some kind of cash donaoffered suggestions and they times and we saw the generosi- tion at the door.

LOCAL WEATHER
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.
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The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition.
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Today: 40 percent chance of rairi
Tonight: lsol~ted thundersto·rms
with a light breeze from the south,
southwest

~Friday
,·

High:89°
v ~ SCATTEREDT-STORMS Low:73°

~Saturday

.High:86°
. ,~ ·~ SCATTERED T-STORMS Low:73°
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Keep current with headlines
you may have missed
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House GOP pushes through
energy bill in hurricanes' wake

, WASHINGTON - Riding
•
a wave of concern over high ·
energy prices triggered by ,
Hurricane Ka?"ina, congres- ,
sional Republicans began a
•
rush Wednesday to ease environmental rules on refineries
and looked for ways to open
new coastal waters to oil and
•
gas development.
Some Democrats called
. Rep. Joe Barton's, R-Te~, bill a
•.
subsidy to an energy mdustry
that is reaping huge profits
from high oil and gasoline
•
prices and criticized the proposals for not addressing price
gouging at the pump. They
also argued it would gut major
clean air requirements on •
refmeries.
Barton is expected to garner
enough votes to push his pro..
posals through the Energy and
. Commerce Committee, which
he chairs. It's expected that the
full House would take up the
•
legislation early next month,
The Senate has yet to consider post-hurricane energy
•
legislation, but also "'.'as
expected to explore new proposals in the coming weeks.

•

. U.S. military could lead tutu.re
respon5es to natural disasters

..

WASHINGTON - The
U.S. military, built for manmade battles, could end up
leading fights against Mother
Nature.
In the aftermath of hurricanes Katrina and Rita President Bush is raising the possibility of putting the Pentagon
, in charge of search-and-rescue
efforts for catastrophic natural
disasters.
Su~h a precedent-setting
shift would require not only
some change in law but a
greater degree of consensus.
Congress is divided over the
prospect of troops massed in
U.S. cities and increasing the
power of the federal govemment .at the exp~nse of the
states.
And there's the question of
what would be left for the
recently created Homeland
Security Department to do.
Bush has described ..the
'· . armed forces ·~s 'the institution of our government most·
capable of massive logistical
operations on a moment's
notice," and defense analysts
. echo that assessment.
The Pentagon- seems luke. warm about taking control and ·
. providing the core of disaster
retie£ Retired Gen. Charles E.
Wilhelm, who accompanied
the Army general in charge of
the
military's
hurricane
response, said civilian agencies, not the Pentagon, should
continue to lead the response.

•

•

a

'

Female suicide bomber kills six
outside recruiting center in Iraq
. , ·BAGHDAD, · Iraq A
woman strapped with explosives and disguised as a man
blew herself up outside an
Iraqi army recruiting center in
a northern town Wednesday,
killing at least six people and
wounding 30 in the first known
attack .by ·a female suicide
bomber in "the - country's
bloody insurgency.
Al-Qaida in Iraq claimed
respo:psibility for' the blast
The attack, in Tal Afar,
where· U.S. artd lrqqi forces
routed militartts in a major
offensive two weeks ago,
demonstrated the difficulty of
maintaining security in the
towns in the large ·n orthwest- ·
ern region stretching to the
Syrian border, where insurgents are most active.
The woman, disgillsed as a
man in a white dishdasha - a
traditional male robe - and a
kaffiyeh. head. scarf, slipped into a line of applicants to joip.
the Iraqi army at the first of
three checkpoints outside the
center when she detonated
explosives hidden under her ·
clothes and packed with metal
said. Maj. Jamil
balls,
Mohammed Sadr in Tal Afar.
It was the first known
instance that a woman has carried out a suicide bombing in .
Iraq.
PLEASE SEE
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NISSAN

- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - · - -- - - - - - - - - -

>

· Leather Strap Steering Wheel w/ Audio Control,
8-Way Power Seat, Keyless Entry and Alarm

Stk #6N302412
Stk #6N301461

Air Conditioning, 4 Wheel Disc Brakes
AM/FM/CD Player, Tilt Steering Wheel

)

FROM ONLY
.I

+

$
Large Inventory Available For Immediate Delivery

SEVERAL TO CHOOSE FROM

A/C, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Keyless Entry, 4 Wheel Disc ABS Brakes
Cruise Control, Dual EXhaust, Remote Trunk Release

~

++

$

FROM ONLY

+

$
Model Code:42215

Stk #5N552384
Stk #5N564986

A/C, AM/FM, CD Player, Power Steering,

A/C, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Power Brakes,
ABS Brakes, Tiit Steering Wheel, Alloy Wheels
FROM ONLY

Starting As Low As

,$
Model Code:31715

+24-month closed-end lease Vlith $2,600 total due at lease i~ception, which includes: First payment of $199, security deposit of $0 and cash or trade equity of $2,401. All
advertised pricing does not include tax or tag. 12,000 miles per year, any overage will be $0. 15 per mile. With approved credit to qualified buyers, 750 Beacon Credit Score
required. Severity of credit may affect down payment and APR. All bankruptcies must be discharged. $500 college grad discount requires a2or 4year degree. Must be within
twelve months of graduating or within 2years after graduation to qualify. Financing must be through Nissan. ++All prices plus tax, tag and title. $500 college grad discount requires a
2or 4year degree. Must be within twelve months of graduating or within 2years after graduation to qualify. Financing must be through Nissan. All offers are not to be used inoonjunction.
All vehicles subject to prior sale. Pictures for illustration purposes onty. Not responsible for typographical errors. Dealer fee of $498.55is in~luded in advertised prices.

TEST D.RIVE AMAZDA TODAY.
+All prices ~us tax, tag and title. Must finance Mazda Si and Tribute i through Mazda American Credit. Not all buyers will qualify. All offers nofto be used in conjunction. All rebates and
incentives assigned to dealer. All vehicles subject to prior sale. Pictures for illustration purposes onty. Not responsible for typographical errors.
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SALE HOURS~

SALE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 9-9. Sat 9-8. Sun 11-6

SEIMCE

Mon-Fri 9-9• Sun 11-6

RS:

SE

Mon-Fri 7-6 •Sat 8-5

CEHOURS:

Mon-Fri 7-6 •Sat 8-5

NISSAN
HWY 436 Between Colonial a. University Blvd. Next to Classic Mazda East

HWY 436 Between Colonial a university Blvd. Next to Classic Nissan

1-sss~NEW~NISSAN
1-888-639-6477

1-800-639-7000
I

www.classicmazdaeast-com
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HIGHER
EDUCATION ,
· What's in the news at
colleges around the country

- UCF Team Dentist serving Athletes, Coaches, Staffand Professors since 7987-

STATE-0F-THE-ART, ·L IFETIME DENTAL EXCELLENCE

Students unite to protest college
clothing produced in sweatshops
Yesterday students at 40
major colleges and universities announced a new national campaign to end sweatshop production of collegiate
apparel.
Students 'a ffiliated with
United Students : Against
Sweatshops, a national network of student labor rights
activists, asked universities to
adopt a new plan by which
they wil~ require licensees
like Nike, Reebok, Adidas aI).d
Champion, who make college-logo apparel, to produce
this clothing only at "sweatfree" factories where workers
are paid a living wage and are
been allowed to form unions.
The New Sweatfree Campaign is the second phase of
USAS' seven-year struggle to
bring justice to the global garment industry. USAS has
found that sweatshop production of collegiate apparel
is still rampant in El Salvador,
Mexico, Lesotho, Indonesia,
Haiti, Thailand, China, the
United States, and elsewhere.
Where workers have made
strides · toward protecting
their· basic labor rights
through representation and
collective bargaining - as in
the Kukdong factory in Mexico which supplies Nike and
Reebok, and the Just Garments facility in El Salvador
- there has been tremendous improvement.
However, uni~ersity policies and independent monitoring have not been sufficient _to sustain these
victories.
Major apparel brands
often shljM)rders out of good
factories like these, forcing
them to shut down. USAS's
plan responds to the need to
combat the squeeze on supplier factories that is forcing
wage cuts, lay offs and closures.

Former senator offers free tuition
to poor North Carolina students ·
SNOW HILL, N.C. - Former Sen. John Edwards promised 140 seniors in one of the
state's poorest counties tha,t
. they. could get free college
tuition and books through a
new program that will
require them to work while
taking college prep courses.
Edwards, the Democratic
vice presidential candidate in
2004, proposed a similar program during the campaign
that would have given a free
college education to those
who performed two years of
public service.
·
,
. He introduced his latest
initiative Wednesday to the
senior class of Greene Central High School, along with
some parents, the school
band and administrators.
DoJ:.lations from individu.als, companies and charitable
foundations will pay the bill,
said Edwards, who now runs
a poverty center at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill. He declined to
say if he.would spend any of
his private fortune built during his career as a trial lawyer.
"This was an idea that I
thought could have a ·real
impact in lifting families out
of poverty,'' Edwards said.
Camp~s,moums loss of students,
instructor after bus accident

· LOGAN, Utah - Utah
State University's Agricultural Systems, Technology and
Education program building
sits blocks away from the
main campus. With oruy 150
total students, the classes are
small and the atmosphere
friendly, students say. If you
don't know someone by
name, you know them by
sight.
On Monday, eight students •
and an instructor were killed
in a rollover accident while
returning from a field trip to
observ;e a safflower harvest.
The halls here are empty,
classes are closed and the
doors to an administrative
office and the. shop where
students learn to fix farm
equipment are locked.
The deaths have stunried
this tiny comer of the 'university's College of AgricultUre.
Hardest hit are the ' 20 students in the agricultural
machinery technology major,
six of whom died Tuesday,
along with their instructor.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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• Cosmetic Care: Bleaching, Bonding and Porcelain Veneers • Emergencies Accep ted
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President Bush walks into the Rose Garden to deliver remarks on the War on Terror at the
White House y~sterday. Bush warned of an upsurge of viole.nce in Iraq in coming months.
FROM A2

the mastermind of an escalation in suicide bombings that
have killed nearly 700 people
Bush warns of upsurge of
violence in Iraq prior to elections in Baghdad since April.
Bush spoke following a
• WASHINGTON - President Bush on Wednesday meeting with Gen. George
warned · there will be an Casey, the top commander in
upsurge in 'Violence in Iraq Iraq, and Gen. John Abizaid,
before next month's voting, the commander of U.S. Cen. but said the terrorists will fail. tral Command.
He said he has 'd ispatched
"Our troops are ready for
the two generals to Capitol
them,'' he said.
Bush's remarks in the Rose H;ill to brief members on the
Garden came a day after Iraqi war on terrorism and operaand U.S. forces announced tions in Iraq.
.
The president is facing
they had killed Abdullah Abu
Azzaro, the No. 2 al-Qaida declining public support for
leader in Iraq, during a week- the war that has claimed the
· lives of at least 1,925 members
eIJ.d raid in Baghdad.
Al-Qaida in Iraq issued an of the U.S. military.
anti-war
A weekend
Internet statement denying
that Abu Azzam was its demonstration in Washington
deputy leader, calling him drew an estimated 100,000 to
"one of al-Qaida's many sol- the capital and polls show
diers" and "the leader of one Bush approval rating is at the
its battalions operating in lowest point of his presidenBaghdad."
cy.
The U.S.-led coalition,
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
howevt;r. called Abu Azzam
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SCIENCE SPOTLIGHT
VANESSA FERNANDEZ Staff Writer

4

Researchers are working
on a vaccine for common bacteria that leads to a vaginal
infection that can be deadly to
newborn babies, called group
B streptococcus; which may
one day eliminate that risk.
"If we could give a vaccine
to prevent women from harboring group B streptococcus
in the vagina, then babies are
not going to get it," said Dr.
Daron Ferris, principal investigator on a National Institute
of Health study to explore
that potential.
According to the Center
for Disease Control and Prevention, group B streptococcus is the most common
infectious cause of death in
newborn5. Many people carry
group B strep bacteria in their
bodies Without developing
infection or illness.
According to Dr. Ferris, the
bacteria come and go in most
women, affecting only about
25 percent of them. For some
reason, a higher percentage of
black women and non-smokers are affected.
For newborns, problems
typically surface within the
first week when the immune
system is immature and least
·able to fight off infections.
Infections include · septicemia, meningitis, pneumonia and long-term damage
such as hearing loss, impaired
vision and developmental
problems.
Current estimates are that
1,720 newborns are infected
annually and 70-90 babies die.
For the study, 600 healthy
and non-pregnant wom:eri are
being enrolled by the Medical
College of Georgia and the

University Of Pittsburgh
School Of Medicine as well as
the Planned Parenthood of
Houston. · The women are
being followed every ·two
months for 18 months, and
they will receive free physicals and pelvic exams for
their participation.
Half of the participants
will receive the new vaccine
and the other half will receive
a standard tetanus vaccine,
which has long been shown to
be effective. The study will
compare group B strep ·infection rates in those receiving
the new vaccine to those
receiving only the tetanus
vaccine, who will serve as
controls to the study. .·
According to Dr. Ferris, a
family medicine physician at
the Medical College of Georgia, the bacteria are harmless
outside of the bloodstream, so
-.physici;ms don't normally
screen for them unless the
woman is pregnant.
In the 1980s, physicians
began testing for group B
strep in pregnant women and
began administering it to
those who have it. The idea,
he explained, was that the
bacteria be eliminated before
the babyis born.
· Tb,e approach has led to a
decline in the infection but it
has not gotten rid of it. The
SPIN study (Streptoccocal
Prevention in Non-Pregnant
Women), as they are referring
to it, aims to eliminate the
bacteria before women
become pregnant.
The Medical School of ·
Georgia's study is funded by
an $800,000 grant from the
National Institute of Health.
Study sites are located at the
University of Georgia and at
Georgia Southe~ University.

.,,
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Applications are now available for
0-Team 2006!
Stop by Orientation SerVices (Phillips Hall 218),
407.823 ..S105, or visit
www.orientation.ucf.edu. /
Applications are due October 21st by 6:00 p ..m.
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Apply NOW Online!
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• Sad, worthless or guilty
•Trouble eating or sleeping
• No motivation
• Difficulty concentrating
• Feeling downhearted or blue

•;

Turn that frown up-side down
If you are experiencing any of these symptoms, you may be depressed. Dr. Linda
Harper of CNS Healthcare In Orlando, who has conducted over 70 FDA approved
clinical trials, is conducting a medical research study for individuals 18-80 years of
age who are experiencing the symptoms of depression. If you enter the study, all
study-related medical care will be provh:led at no charge and you may be
compensated up to $350 fortlme al!d travel. CNS Healthcare strives to improve the ·
lives of everyone experiencing depression. Research is the answer to finding new
treatm~nt options. Call today for more infonnation.
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UCF We accept the UCF card

(#\Rt>~'EnYIO&~ in Orlando and Chicago.

Orlando 401-201-1140
11633 University Blvd. Next to Residence Inn
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Religious leaders gathered
FROM

Al

hJ.lildreds of local middle and
high school students, and other
community members.
The symposium's keynote
.J
speakers, Ralph Reed, formerly
the director of the Christian
Coalition, and Nadine Strossen,
the national president of the
ACLU, spoke at 7 p.m. and
. answered questions by a panel
. , of four student representatives
' and audience members.
)
Strossen and Reed agreed on
'many points. Both stated that
the government should not regulate the church, that the Ten
Commandments are acceptable
displays when grouped with
other historical legal docuJ·
ments, and that religious
expression in schools is fine,
provided it is not forced on stu. dents who don't wish to partici. pate.
Both supported government
funding of faith-based programs
i
· which provide social services,
. so long as the programs do not
require the recipients to hold a ·
particular religious faith.
However, they defined the
church-state conundrum differently. Strossen termed it "the
relationship between religion
)
and government," while Reed
stated that he supports the separation "as a· way to protect
> church from state, not the state
from the church."

They also differed on the
point of teaching "intelligent
design theory" as an alternative
to evolution in public schools.
"For me it's an academic freedom issue," Reed stated.
Strossen replied, "Int'elligent
Design can be taught, but not in
the gtiise of high school science."
Still, debate remained calm.
"If I had to characterize these
two people, I would use one
word: class," said Lou Frey Jr.,
'former U.S. Representative and
·founder of the institute, at the
close of the Reed-Strossen session.
"I thought it was a very civil
debate," Erin Waldron, a UCF
political science major, said
Students also expressed
appreciation for the speakers.
"It was a great opportunity for
students to hear from big-name
speakers," UCF student Edgar
Robinson said
"I may not like the ACLU, but
I have nothing but respect for
Dr. Strossen," UCF student Fidel
Palenzuela said
One session brought together Rabbi Richard S. Chizever, of
Temple Israel in Longwood; Joel
Hunter, senior pastor of Northland, a church distributed, in
Longwood; and Imam Muhammad Musri, president of the
Islamic Society of Central Florida
Chizever said that prayer in
schools "needs to be done in a

non-sectarian way," and Hunter
countered that Christians will
pray "as Christians,''. to which
partofthe aHdience applauded
Imam Musri said that completely banning religion from the
public square, as in communism; would fail. "We saw that
experience fail,'' he said
The three clergymen said
that they do not express politi- ·
cal views from the pulpit or
encourage their congregants tc
vote one way or another. "Your
obligation is to give not only
your input but also to become
active in community improvement,'' Hunter said
The symposium also featured retired Lutheran minister •
John Mccollister, author of God
and the Oval Office: The Religious Faith of Our 43 Presidents,
Michael Cromartie, vice president of the Ethics and Public
Policy Center in Washington,
D.C., and Circuit Judge Clayton
Simmons of Florida's 18th Judicial Circuit. "The United States
was never formed as a nation for
Christians only," Mccollister
said, but "this does not give the
government a license to ignore
religion."
The Lou Frey Institute is ·a
nonpartisan
organization.
According to the institute, the
symposium was distributed as a
Web cast to 25 other colleges. By
early estimates, 5,000 other students will have seen the pro-

gram.

)

New senators dismayed at students' lack of interest in race
.l

)
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will begin in the Fall 200(5
semester. The college also plans
to add a masters of science in
real estate by Fall 2007.
The Department of Finance
in the College of Business
Administration has approxi- -m ate 900 undergraduates and
offers undergraduate majors
and minors in finance, business
and real estate.
Courses in real estate have
become increasingly popular
among students with many
finance students enrolled in real

estate courses as electives for
their majors
According to the Department of Finance Course Enrollment mstory, made by Byrd, the
number of students enrolled in
"Fundamentals of Real Estate"
in the Fall 2004 was 68 students.
That number jumped to 125 students by the Spring 2005.
In Fall 2004, 62 students
were enrolled in "Real Estate
Finance" but by Spring 2005, 109
students were enrolled in the
class.
According to a memorandum by Byrd, "approximately
80 students are ~nrolled in the

real estate minor programs after
only one year in existence."
Byrd expects at least 100 to
150 students to declare their
major in real estate once it
becomes available.
Students interested in the
real estate major should go to
the Office of Student Services
and complete a Change of
Major form and adopt the new
catalog for the school year.
''We believe that real estate
has great potential to become an
important niche for UCF due in
part to out excellent location
and our industry support," Byrd
said
-
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HP 15 HP 56
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ALL UNDER $20.00
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Witnesses react to fatal shooting of officer
FROM Al

tioned by FDLE investigators
until 11 p.m. Saturday is helping
to put together more pieces of
the puzzle.
Like most college students,
when Douglas heard other tailgaters scream "fight!" he immediately ran to the crowd to see
what was going on. He expected
to see a fraternity brawl, but
instead he became an eyewitness in the first deadly shooting
of a UCF police officer.
"Kids were screaming for 10
seconds," Douglas said. "There
was a conflict, and I saw Officer
Jenkins in the green."
Jenkins was wearing a green
polo shirt and was undercover
as part of a program called
Operation Knightwatch to
crack down on underage drinking.
Somehow, that conflict
resulted in a college-age young
male, who was wearing a black
shirt with letters on the back
spelling "GREEK" with the "R''
crossed out being chased by
Jenkins between two cars.
Douglas said he saw Jenkins
trying to apprehend the unidentified man, when things then got
out of control
Another eyewitness, Andy
Hughes, a graduate student who
was appointed to President
Hitt's newly formed task force
on alcohol use and abuse at
large university events, confirmed Douglas' story.
"It just looked like a brawl,"
Hughes said. It 109ked like the
unidentified m~ was resisting
Jenkins, Hughes said.
Jenkins shoved the man in

Douglas said he then saw
the black shirt onto the ground,
and with one hand, pushed hl,m · reserve Orlando Police Officer
down. Hughes said, adding that Dennis Smith, who was standfrom his perspective it didn't ing several feet iii front of hµn
look like a police investigation, "fire three shots at Jenkins, and
but "a fight betWeen two people hit him in the back."
who just got wasted."
Jenkins had his gun drawn at
Soon after, Michael John the time he was shot, Douglas
Young, a fan who initially was said.
mistakenly identified as a µcF
The unidentified man in the
student by university spokes- black shirt was seen being taken
men, apptoached Jenkins and away by the OPD in handcuffs.
But serious questions remain
the man with the black shirt
from behind, Douglas and unanswered. Many are wonderHughes said.
ing what would compel Jenkins,
As Jenkins "tried to get [the who was respected within the
man in the black shirt] between university community, to pull
the cars, then Young came up out a gun anq fire shots into the
and tried to grab [Jenkins} from air.
behind,'' Hughes said.
According to a UCFPD poli"At that point he had his gun cy on the use of deadly force,
out and ·fired shots in the air," the officer would have to feel as
Hughes said.
if there was a risk of serious
Witnesses then said that at bodily injury or even death to
some time during another part warrant pulling drawing a
of the scuffie _..:_ which at times firearm
had all three individuals wrestUCF Police Spokesman Sgt.
ling on the ground - they saw Troy Williamson-and other
Jenkins turn around and shoot officers-said they can't see
one fmal shot into Michael John Jenkins flashing his firearm
Young's lower abdomen.
unless he felt threatened in that
"Young grabbed Jenkins to manner.
pull him away or pull him down
Jenkins, who served in the
or something," Douglas said. "It Marine Corps, also worked Tor
hit Young in the lower the Clermonr Police Departabdomen."
ment before joining the UCF
Douglas ran toward the near- force four years ago.
by portable toilets to tell a
Photos of the incident,
police officer what he'd seen. whose custodians refused to
He said he had no idea that release them, showed that at
Jenkins, who was undercover in one point during the deadly
a green shirt, was actually a scuffie, it appeared that Jenkins
did have his badge displayed UCF police officer.
It took nearly 15 seconds for it was hanging on a lanyard
Douglas to run back to the around his neck. ·
scene of the scuffle, and he
Both Young and Smith saw
noticed "a bunch of cops pull up the officer only from behind,
in white polos and in .bike hel- pointing out he was wearing
mets."
plain clothes, Douglas said.

•

•

•

•
Williamson confirmed that
Smith was present at a UCF
police table, where officers
from the different agencies
working to curb underage
drinking shared p~za, soda and
other refreshments before
going on patrol.
Many are also wondering
whether Smith and Jenkins had
met each other at the UCF
police refreshment table before
the fatal shooting.
These questions will likely
remain unanswered unless officials from UCFPD, OPD and the
FDLE start discussing details of
the case. Those agencies are
waiting until the FDLE releases
its fmal report on its investigation into the case to discuss.
It could take as long as 60
days for the report to be
released.

•
•

•

•
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SPECIAL TO THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Police take an unidentified man in handcoffs into custody after the incident at last Saturday's
UCF tailgate, above. His involvement is unknown. People at the tailgate react in shock, top.

INTERNATIONAL BEAT

baza pullout, Iraq constitution impact American policy
Presidept Bush urges Americans to be thrifty with oil use
following disastrous effects by Hurricanes Katrina, Rita
ABEER ABDALLA
Staff Writer

The past few weeks have
seen major developments in
issues that affect the Middle
East. There is a broader impact
on how these developments
will affect the United States and
the rest of the world.

Israeli pull-out of the Gaza Strip
The Israeli-Palestinian conflict reached a historic moment
earlier this month, when Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon completed the pullout of Israeli troops
and citizens from the Gaza
Strip on Sept. 12.
Jewish and Arab militants
have been fighting for decades
over the designated borders.
Many political, religious,
economic, cultural and geographical issues have complicated the conflict for decades,
and the conflict continues to do
so even after the Israeli withdrawal
Israel still maintains control
of the coastline and airspace
over the Gaza Strip and of the
border crossings. Palestinians
are celebrating their new freedoms in the Gaza Strip;
. No longer required to
endure increasingly difficult
Israeli checkpoints, they are
able to travel freely, many visiting family in Egypt they have
not seen in years. Yet for all of
the celebrations, there are still
concerns that Palestinians will
continue living in a larger
prison.
When Egypt closes the
holes in its border, it is expected that Israel will increase border restrictions elsewhere.
This will lead to limited economic development in the
Strip, leaving many below the
poverty line. If Israel allows
easier travel~ there is hope that
peace will fmally arrive in the
Gaza Strip.
Ameer Zufari, a UCF senior
and liberal studies major said
the economy is at the root of
the problem.
"The Palestinians resort to
violence because they are
hopeless and 'feel trapped. U.S.
aid, namely the '$6 billion given
to Israel annually, is not being
used to promote peace."
· "The money must be used
to facilitate justice and safety
for both sides," Zufari saiq. "If
aid is used effectively, than the
end result will be peace."
Gaza remains subject to
Israeli and Palestinian terrorist
factions. Israel says that, for
security reasons, the Palestinian government must control
IJits terrorist factions before

Israel will ease control of Gaza. believes that the latest first
Hamas, a well-known Pales- response team to natural disasr
tinian terrorist group, wants ters should be our own military.
Israel to pull out of all of Gaza Where are these troops? On
in order to establish a Palestin- foreign soil in Japan, Nicaragua,
ian independent state. For sev- · Iraq, Afghanistan, Germany,
eral days, Hamas has been fir- Somalia and Bosnia. They're
ing rockets at nearby Israeli ai::ting as police forces while
towns and bases in Gaza. Prime our National Guard reinforces
Minister Sharon responded the martial law in areas of natuthat there will be "no restric;- ral disaster in the South. And
tions regarding the use of all what becomes of the police we
means to strike at the terror- · need in Houston?" he said.
Aided by the United States,
ists."
Hamas announced on Mon- the Iraq Constitut\on is
day that they will cease fire on designed to bring together the
!srael While many believe this three factions. Yet the first
is a necessary step for develop- draft of the constitution excludment in the Middle East, both ed all. former senior members
the Palestinian and the Israeli of the Baath party from future •
governments are facing chal- participation in public office.
While there have been many
lenges to their political leadership, which may affect the new changes made to satisfy the
Sunnis, there is still tension surpeace.
rounding the amount of
involvement Sunnis will have
Iraq Constitution
After long months of diffi- in the new Iraqi government.
cult negotiations, Iraqi officials Ther~ are campaigns under- ·
have drafted a. constitution for way to reject th<;! constitution in
. their country. There are still Sunni areas, though it is imporcriticisms and concerns of the · tant to note that not all Sunnis
constitution because only Shia are against the constitution.
There are also concerns that
and Kurd representatives were
'involved.
the constitution will allow the
The 15 Sunni representatives Shias to have political control
on the constitutional commit- of southern Iraq, while the
tee did not partic;ipate in the Kurds control the north. Sunnis
signing ceremony at the end of do not want tci be left out, espeAugust. Some of these Sunni cially if that control extends to
officials are "refusing to be the oil fields. 1bis could evenassociated with a document tually lead to the break up of
they regard with deep suspi- the country.
The draft constitution will
cion."
Prior to the U.S. led invasion be voted on in a popular elecin 2003, the Sunnis ruled Iraq tion in mid-October. Sunnis are
through Saddam Hussein and dominant in four of Iraq's 18
the Baath party, even though provinces. The majority of
they make up only 20 percent three provinces will have to
vote against the draft in·order
of the population.
During Hussein's rule, thou- to reject it. Sunnis did not, as a
sands of Shiats and :kurds were whole, vote in the January electerrorized and killed. In partic- tions.
ular, the Shiats are determined
·to rid any remnants of Hus- Oil distribution after Katrina, Rita
Growing at an a'nnual rate of
sein's government.
Many believe the uprising 3.3 percent in the April to June
isn't tP.e business of the United quarter, it is believed that a dip,
States. Adam Cohen, UCF sen- as result of the hurricane seaior and English major, said the son, a dip in consumer demand
foreign policies of the United would kill a possible recovery.
While Rita did not have the
States need major tweaking.
''.America doesn't under- same impact as Katrina, it will
stand what its role is,in this still interfere with the United
world that we've created. Amid States' ability to re-establish
the facets and facades of our own refmeries.
In · the wake of Hurricane
democracy as we've created it,
we feel that our place is that of Katnina, ~d now Hurricane
the peacemaker: that globally, Rita, oil prices have soared, as
we need to facilitate the spread people have voiced concerns
and the introduction of the that demand will outweigh
ideals that keep our society supply. High gasoline prices
deter consumer spending, leadwhole," he said.
Cohen argues that our ing to a negative effect on ecoemphasis on global trauma nomic growth.
Eight refmeries were shut
makes us more vulnerable and
unaVailable at home.
down as a result of Katrina and
could taiw many months to
"~ush has declared that he

v

restart.
As reported by the BBC,
"The U.S. Minerals Management Service estimated that 95
percent of the Gulf of Mexico's
oil output was out of service following the hurricane, as well as
more than 80 percent of natural
gas production.
President Bush urged Americans to be thrifty with their oil,
suggesting to people '.'don't buy
gas if you don't need it."
He said that due to our longheld alliance with oil-rich Saudi
Arabia, that country will do
"everything it can" to provide

ID Required 21+
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

more oil
UCF senior John A Alexander, a self-proclaimed "raging
liberal" and radio-television
major believes that the complex
nature of the United States'
dependency on the Middle East
is volatile.
"We're letting the Middle
East control us,'' Alexander-said.
"It's an evil, but a necessary evil
right now with our oil refineries
in the South out of commission."
Alexander believes that alternative environmental plans are
the answer. "I believe it's time
(afterth\sadministrationisover

cause there's no way Republicans will ever consider it), that
we start fmding some synthetic
additives for our fossil fuels."
Whether the Gaza Strip, Iraq
or oil-rich nations such as Saudi
Arabia, many UCF students
agree our foreign policy issues·
need to be retooled and refocused, offering more emphasis
on the war at home.
''.America is the invalid in the
old home, with a Depends full of·
feces," Cohen said. 'We have no
place helping any country overseas until we ~an cleanup ourselves at home."
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Future of tailgating on the line
SGA president
stands behind
time-honored
UCF tradition
SEAN LAVIN
Senior Staff Writer

)

Student Body President
Willie Bentley Jr. is standing by
UCF's current tailgating traditions and vows to advocate for
student~' rights while serving
on a tailgating task force created by President John Hitt.
. "The tradition we have to
tailgate before the football
games should be preserved and
is not something that should be
taken away from-the students,"
Bentley said.
The task force, which held
its first meeting yesterday, was
created to develop policies on
alcohol use and security at large
public gatherings, like home
football games, sponsored by
UCR
.
"There are a lot of people
hurting' right now," Al Harms,
the retired U.S. Navy Vice
Admiral who is chairing the·
taskforce, said. "There are some
people who are confused and
some people who are angry."

Hitt assembled the task
force just two days after
UCFPD Officer Mario Jenkins
was shot and killed during a
tailgate party outside the Citrus
. Bowl last week during UCF's
home opener.
"We've got a great opportunity to make things happen,"
Harms said. He said he hopes
the university can take this
obstacle and turn it into an
opportunity for a safer university community.
One possible restriction the
university may consider is banning all tailgating before 2 p.m.
on. game day. Games. typically
start at 6 p.m. and some fans
begin partying as early as 10
a.m. - sometimes drinking for
a full eight hours before entering the stadium
But limiting tail~ting in that
manner would be "ridiculous,"
Bentley said.
"If they limit the time students can tailgate, then I feel
like they will just start drinking
somewhere else," he · said.
"Then we are putting them at
risk by having them on the road
while intoxicated."
Bentley would also oppose
any steps that would limit alcohol consumption to a confined
area where only 21-year-old stu..:
dents could enter.

"Separating fans based on
age would dampen the atmosphere ofthe tailgate area," Bentley said.''We should all have the
opportunity to cheer on the
team toge.ther. I don't think fans
should be ·segregated. The one
thing everyone in that lot has in
common is that they're fans for
the UCF football team"
Bentley does want one thing
changed: the current policy that
requires undercover officers
patrolling the game to seek out
underage drinkers.
The top student leader said
he wanted to avoid losing any
more members of the UCF
community, especially after he
saw the devastation it caused
students firsthand.
"I do feel that inappropriate
behavior should not be tolerated," he said. "If any students
abuse alcohol they should
receive the appropriate consequences. However, there has to
be a way to ensure the safety of
the university community
while still allowing students to
continµe in its traditions of tailgating before the game."
The task force promises to
t¥e steps toward a safe university. They will make recommendations before UCF's next
game at the Citrus Bowl next
Saturday against Memphis.

School will offer mast.er's degree by 2007
FROM.Al

_)

Team, and because the college
of biomedical science is relatively new to campus, he
would be more qualifl_ed then
,those running to represent it as
a student senator.
Typical of the lack of intei-est students have shown this
year, Barnes explained that he
did not have the time to fill put
the forms required to declare
candidacy.
He further explains that
because he does not have· a
great deal of time, he would
not want to serve as a senator
doing "less than his best."
Because he feels he is so
strongly qualified for the posi-

tion, Barnes would not vote for
the other candidates running
in his college, saying that he
would "rather abstain then
vote."
In the same room as Barnes
was Mark Goykman, who as
the sociat chair of Alpha
Epsilon Pi fraternity, is also
strongly involved on campus.
Goykman takes a much different stance however. The campus !eader believes that even in
an election such as this year
with 29 students running
unopposed, "it's still important
to let your voice be heard."
Freshman Philip Trambley;
who lost his campaign against
veteran Sen. Aida Lattore, has
trouble understanding the lack
of interest in campus politics

this year.
The Senate hopeful was
actively involved at his high
school He was eager to accept
the support of friends and
organizations such as the Lead
Scholars Alumlli Association
and Honors Congress in his
bid for Senate.
Trambley also discusses a
newly emerging form of campaigning on the UCF campus,
the tise of the online Facebook
community to recruit votes.
Trarnbley used a Facebook
group approved by the Student
Governemtn Association to
help earn votes, and claimed it
was "very effective." "Obvious~
ly, if someone joins a facebook
group, they are interested."
Trambley said.
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Volleyball team makes grand
elltrance into Conference USA
After a week and a half of uncertainty, the
Knights dominate in first conference contest
ANDY JACOBSOHN & ANDY VASQUEZ
Staff Writer & Sports Editor

Hurricane Rita kept the UCF volleyball team from playing its first game in
Conference USA twice last week. On
Tuesday night, when the Knights finally

· did make 'their debut, the performance
was well worth the wait '
.
The fired-up Knights squad took the
court at the UCF Arena for the first time
this season and proceeded to finally make
its C-USA debut in style, dominating
Southern Mississippi in a four game vie-

The Knights have not had a
winning streak since the end
of the 2002 season

tory (27-30, 30-20, 30-19, 30-19).
While Hurricane Rita was spinning
through the Florida Keys and the Gulf
• Coast last week - cancellihg UCF
matches with Florida Atlantic, SMU and
Tulsa - the Knights were unleashing a
storm of their own in a week and half of '
·
intense practice.
"Missing all the games just pwnped us
PLEASE SEE

VOLLEYBALL ON A10

· rrhis will be. the Knights final
non-conference contest ·
of the season

{

()

'
REBECCA BARNITT I CENTRAL FLORIOA FUTURE

Jana Mitchell, left, Leah Alexander, center and Lorin Lukas, right, celebrate during Tuesday evening's win.

Men's soccer'
team gets
first win on ·
road over
Ospreys

UCF is 1-0 in C-USA, which
puts then1 in a tie for first
place in· the East division

I.

<·

Knights gearing up
for C-USA games
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

ANDY VASQUEZ /.CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF quarterback Steven Moffett throws from the pocket in the second half of UCF's victory over Marshall last Saturday, the Knights will try to make it two in a row this weekend in Lafayette, La.

CAN THE FOOTBALL TEAM START A

?e
•

Looking ahead to the
final non-conference
matchtip of the season

UCF looks to end

road woes~with
back-to-back· wins

CHRIS HOYLER
Staff Writer

ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

The UCF football team's historic win over
Marshall last Saturday ended a forgettable
streak for the Knights. This Saturday, against
the University of Louisiana-Laf?-yette, UCF
will try to end another less-than-flattering
sb;'eak.
The Knights have lost 15 consecutive games
away from the friendly confines of the Citrus
Bowl and, in the eyes of Coach George
O'Leary, there is ·no reason for that streak to
continue beyond this weekend.
"We should be used to playing on the road,"
o~Leary said. "We've got seven (games) on the
road. You have to understand that you can't
always have a crowct behind you. You have to
· play your W. game."
As O'Leary said, it will be important for the
PLEASE SEE

PLAYERS ON A9

Coaches are superficial when discussing
anything that has to do with a future opponent.
Out of fear of becoming bulletin board mateJ:'.ial, it is not unusual to hear Texas coach Mack
Brown praising a team like Rice.
In UCF's ca5e, they were the team praised
by opposing coaches before the last_18 games.
Now, after the victory over Marshall, the
Knights face an opponent who is seemingly
overmatched on paper, making sure to admire
them every step of the way.
.
·
The Knights travel to Lafayette, Louisiana,
to take on the Ragin' Cajuns on Saturday.
· Here's how the last non-conference game of
the season breaks down.

MATT POLLITT I CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

UCF receiver Brandon Marsh.all pulls down a touchdown in the first
quarter of Saturday's win over Marshall in UCF's C-USA debut.

UCF offense vs. UL-Lafayette defense .
Advantage: UCF
The struggles of the UCF running game
PLEASE SEE

FOOTBALL ON A9

AROUND CONFERENCE-USA
Tulane

to get back onto the field Their last
After dismantling SMU last week game was Sept.17 and they were left
Tulane (1-1) now turns ii:s focus · with a bad taste in their mouth,
toward the Southeast Louisiana falling to Northern Colorado 35-19.
Lions {1-1). This meeting between The Lions will look towards their
multi-dimensional quarterback Trey
the two teams is the first since 1951.
The Lions enter this game itclllng Willie to provide a spark against the

Green Wave.
Tulane enters the game with the
nation's top-ranked defense, allowing only 176 yards per game, and will
look to shut down the Lions quarterback. Through the Lions' first two
games Willie has had moments of

greatness and p:10ments when you
find yourself asking, ''What was he
thinking?" Tulane will have to be on
alert at all times; Willie has the ability to break out of the pocket at anyPLEASE SEE

AROUND ON A9

In a game of firsts, the UCF
men's soccer team notched a 31 victory over the University of
North Florida on Sunday in
Jacksonville. ·
In the process, the Golden _
Knights won their first road
game of 2005 a11-d spoiled the
Ospreys' home debut as a Division I program. The Golden
Knights improved to 6-2 on the
year, while the Ospreys
remained winless at 0-5-1.
Junior Alejandro Gessen
got the Golden
Knights off to a
good start in the
36th
minute
with an unas- Erwin
sisted goal, his
second score of
the year.
In the 43rd
minute
the
Knights
. stretched their
lead
when
freshman Jermaine Walters Gessen
headed a pass Anew era
from
junior
The Knights will
Mark
Wong maketheirC-USA
past a diving debut this Friday
· Michael Frost. · at the UCF Soccer
UNF
got Complex on camback into the pus next to the
match ~ in the UCF Arena. Kickoff
49th
minute. issetfor7p.m.
Freshman Shareef Rajkumar shot a ball
through some traffic and just
out of the reach of UCF goalkeeper Ryan Mcintosh.
But the Knights sealed the
match in the 76th minute when
senior captain Billy Judino
made it 3-1 off a pass from
Gessen. It was Judino's second,
goal in as many matches and
his recent success has drawn
some recognition. ·
Judino was named the SoccerFla.coll). Player of the Week
on Tuesday after tallying five
points (two goals and an
assist) in a pair of matches last
week. Judino is living up to his
role of captain, leading the
Knights in points with eight. ·
Before scoring on Sunday,
Judino netted the game-win. ning goal over Florida Atlantic
University on Sept. 22.
"Billy is a great leader for
us," UCF Coach Brent Erwin
said. "He is a consummate professional who shows up everyday to play."
As they have in all but one
of their matches, the Knights
had more shots than their
opponent, with a 15-9 advantage against UNF. Judino led
the squad with five shots and
three shots on goal.
The Knights' next opponent
is the Marshall Thundermg
Herd. After starting out its season with a win, Marshall has
lost four of its last five contests. This match will be the
first Conference USA m atch 41
2005 for each team. The game
starts at 8 p.m. Friday at the
UCF Soccer Complex.
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time, evident by his rushing
stats being a team best with 27
carries for 105 yards.
Offensively for Tulane this
game will surely feature a
strong dose of its tandem running backs. Matt Forte and
Jovan Jackson provided a hammering one-two punch last
week vs. SMU. Forte rushed for
87 yards on 20 carries while
Jackson carried for 52 on 16
touches.
With the Tulane defense
playing so strong, if the offense
is able to limit mistakes and put
double digits on the scoreboard
they should be in good shape.

Rice vs. UAB

Coach Ken Hatfield better
spend a lot of time this week
coaching his boys up, or this
week's game against UAB has a
good chance of getting ugly.
The Rice Owls (0-2) enter
this week's game against UAB
hoping to find something to
work with. The offense has
been nothing but a series of
• errors all season. Coach Hatfield has been rotating tWo
quarterbacks, freshman. Chase
Clement and sophomore Joel
Armstrong. The two quarterbacks combined have completed 12 passes for 162 yards, no
touchdowns and, thankfully, no
. interceptions. The running
game for the Owls has provided
a spark from time to time, aver• J11
aging 151 yards a game. Junior
Qµinton Smith is averaging 6.4
yards per carry. ·
The UAB Blazers (2-1) provide the opposite side of the
spectrum when it comes to
offense. Senior Darrell Hackney has ·been playing off the
charts this season, throwing for
809 yards on 68 completions.
Hackney has been able · to
"> dodge mistakes as well, throwing only one interception to his
five touchdowns. Along with
Hackney the Blazers have a
stellar run game to rely on; junior Corey White has averaged
4.5 yards per carry while with
" sophomore Trey Chaney averages close to 4 yards per carry.
1 The offensive ·firepower for
DAB is too great for the Owls
11 Defense. If the Owls want any
chance of winning this game
they need to rely on their running game to keep the ball away
from Hackney and his cast of
~acters. If they can't play a
ball control game, look for UAB
to win big.

Marshall vs.SMU
After receiving a rude welcome to Conference USA football, Marshall (1-2) looks to
rebound this week against
SMU.
In the first ever meeting
between these schools, th~
Marshall Thundering Herd will
,. .,. try and avoid losing two in a
row at home for the first time
since1990.
Marshall's season so far has
" been filled with multiple errors
offensively. Too often has the
Herd given the ball away. Their
two quarterbacks junior Jimmy
0
Skinner and · sophomore
Bernard Morris have combined
to throw five interceptions.
• "' Hiram Moore has been the
shining light for this Herd
offense; Moore has 19 catches
for 251 yards and two touch~ downs. Yet the multitude of
miscues has made for a lot of
short fields for opponents.
The SMU Mustangs (1-3)
are also looking to rebound
after falling last week to Tulane.
The Mustangs · have .looked
.. inept on both sides ofthe ball so
far this year. The offense is
barely averaging 15 points a
game and the defense is letting
up close to 34 points a game.
The only part of the Mustangs
that hasn't been lost in the
woods all season has been their
<t
running game. While 109.5
yards a game isn't ·s omething
you write home to mom about,
it has been the lone bright spot
for the offense. Freshman
DeMyron Martin leads the
team with 175 yards on 43 car'!l , ries, averaging 4.1 a carry and
scoring twice.
If SMU has any thoughts
about winning this game, it
needs to consistently hand the
ball of to Martin and hope to
play some defense. Both quarterbacks from Marshall, are
looking forward to the opportunity to pick this defense apart.

East Carolina vs. Southern Miss
After a hard-fought battle
with West Vu-ginia and consistently losing to Southern Mis,, sissipp~ East Carolina is sure to
.be prepared Saturglay. Having
lost eight of the last nine games
including five in a row at home,

East Carolina is looking for payback
The F.ast Carolina Pirates (12) are surely trying to rebound
from the inept offensive ·p erformance ~gainst West Virginia. Quarterback James
Pinkney has been connecting
all over the field so far this season, throWing for 731 yards and
five touchdowns. Pinkney
should be able to connect; the
Golden Eagles defense in. two
games this season has allowed
25 points per game. If Pinkney
is able to connect downfield it
will force the defense to loosen
up runiling lanes for Chris
Johnson Johnson has averaged
close to 5 yards per carry so far
this season with his longest run
being 24 yards. · ·
Offense will be at a premium as well on the Southern
Miss (1-1) sideline. After its first
two games the offense is averaging 34.5 points a game which
ranks them in the top 25 in the
nation for points scored. The
Golden Eagles are led by quarterback Dustin Almond, who if
he limits his turnovers can pick
apart a defense. The runping of
Larry Thomas has provided a
spark plug, but the offensive
line needs to open up more
holes against a tough East Carolina defense.
East Carolina is looking to
break the recent trend oflosing
to Southern Miss. If Pinkney
has enough time in the pocket
he should have a career day.

Houston vs. Tulsa
When Houston and 'Tulsa
meet this week expect the .
!>coreboard to be lighting up all
day. These two teams boast two
high-scoring offenses and they
aren't afraid to prove it.
For Houston (1-2) the game
lies on the shoulders of quarterback Kevin Kolb. Kolb, while a
gamer, needs to cut down on
his mistakes. While he is completing 60 percent of his passes,
he has thrown eight interceptions. Even with the nine touchdowns that he has thrown the
mistakes have put his defense
in' tight situations. Kolb will be
looking downfield for his home
run threat Donnie Avery, who is
averaging close to 20 yards a
catch.
Tulsa (2-2) is led by quarterback Paul Sinith. Smith's game
is exactly what Kolb needs to
try to emulate. While he throws
the ball all over the field, he limits his mistakes. Smith has
thrown five touchdowns this
season, but with only one interception. Don't be surprised
when the name Garrett Mills
gets repeated all day during the
game. Mills is Smith's favorite
target. Already this season
Mills has 33 receptions for 439
yards and three touchdowns.
This game will be a shootout
and a fun one to watch. IfKolb
can cut down on his mistakes
the game will end up with who
has the ball last

UTEP vs. Memphis
Passing the ball for Memphis was nev€r a big part of the
game plan this season, but starting its third different quarterback of the season probably
wasn't in Coach Tommy West's
game plan
Billy Barfield, a true freshman, will have the daunting
task of handing the ball off all
game. Memphis (1-2) knows
where their its is buttered and it
is with DeAngelo Williams.
Williams, a Heisman candidate,
has done nothing this season
that has hurt his cause.
Williams has 513 yards on 74 .
carries, averaging 6.9 yards a
carry and getting in the end
zone 6 times. For as much as
Memphis . can score with
Williams, it's the defense that
needs to be fixed ... and quickly. After letting Tulsa score 37
points, the Tigers need to figure
out how to stop someone or the
running of Williams will be
wasted all season
For UfEP (3-0), the whole
game will rely on its defense.
While it won last week, its
defense was exposed on the
ground New Mexico's Dontrell
Moore gashed .the Miners
defense for 161 yards on 28 carries. The defense needs to fill
those gaps this week or
Williams will find himself on
Sports Center multiple times.
To help the defense, Tyler Ebell
needs to rush for more than 42
yards, he neeas to move the
chains and keep the Miners
defense off the field
If UTEP doesn't figure out
what they did wrong, and how
to fix it quickly, they have no
chance of competing in this
p
game.
- ZACH MOORE

A9

Players not concerned with road troubles
FROM A8

Knights to learn how to play
away from home, -because of
their eight remaining games
only three will be in Orlando.
''We're putting ll on the field
whether we're home or away,"
O'Leary said. "Those n·have to
play the same way whether
you're home or away. You have
to have the same sense of
urgency and importance as you
do at home, you shouldn't need
a crowd or a cheerleader
yelling at you to get ready to
play. They should play with the
ANDY VASQUEZ I CENTRAL FLO.RIOA FUTURE
same intensity all the time."
· UCF players make a tackle on a kickoff return in the first half of Saturday's win over Marshall~
The road losing streak is not
a big issue with the team. UCF win ... We don't think about the . USF was a different story, the
quarterback Steven Moffett home losing streak or the road Knights gave up 326 yards on
wasn't even aware of the streak, losing streak, I didn't even their way to a disappointing 31which dates back to UCF's last know about the road losing 14 loss. The reminder of that
game has been something that
win road win at Miami (Ohio) streak"
If the Knights are to reverse O'Leary has used to keep his
on Nov. 23, 2002, when Moffett
their fortunes on the road they team motivated this week
was still in high school.
"The thing that Coach
"I didn't even know about will need to stop the run like
has
definitely
that," Moffett said. "We don't they did in games one and three (O'Leary)
even think about that kind of versus South Carolina and Mar- instilled in us," UCF defensive
stuff. We just go out and what- shall respectively. In those two end Paul Carrington said, "is
ever team come out to play in games the Knights allowed a that they run the same type of
front of us we're going to play combined total of only 43 yards. offense that USF does, and we
The Knights game against all know what happened in that
against the~ and do our best to

game."
Carrington went on to say
that Marshall and South Carolina were teams that ran the ball
up the middle more, right into
the strength of the Knights
defense, while USF ran more
misdirection running plays and
were more likely to run the ball
to the oµtside, something that
according to Carrington the
Knights need the most
improvement on.
Last week the Knights said
that there was a direct correlation between their solid practice sessions in the week leading up to the Marshall game and
their impressive performance
on the field during the game.
After three days of practice
this week Carrington reports
that the Knights have had
another good week so far,
which should play into their
favor this Saturday.
The Knights will look to end
one streak and start another
this Saturday. If the Knights
win they will have their first
winning streak since capturing
the last four games of the 2002
season.

•
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Football team prepares for matchuP. with 'Ragin Cajuns
FROM A8

have been well-documented,
but emerging- from the Marshall victory were signs of
future success on the ground.
First, true freshman Kevin
Smith was the primary back
in the first half before seeing
less action in the second. This
can be attributed to building
µp the stamina · of Smith
before he is relied on with
more than 20 touches a game.
Also, the offensive lirie unit
stayed in tact from the USF
game, so this would be the
third game with the same
starting five.
The best praise Steven
Moffett can be afforded is that
UCF fans can now feel comfortable with him under center for the next two seasons.
The maturation of a quarterback cannot be projected, so
Knights fans should enjoy ·
Moffett's calming presence
under center.
The ULL defense has not
been good this season, allowing 28 points to Division I-AA
Northwestern State in its only
victory. Of their starting secondary, only CB Michael
Adams is returning this season, as last year's starting free
safety, Terryl Fenton, has been
benched. The Cajuns are very
small in the front seven, with
just two players over 240 lbs.
This should allow the Knights
offensive line to push them
around early. Adams, who is
their best coverage man, is
only 5-foot-8, so Brandon
Marshall and Mike Walker
shduld be able to take advantage of their size, as they did
on Marshall's J.J. Johnson

three quarters. The most visible
change when watching the front
seven· is how everyone attacks
the ball, when last season some
of the inexperienced defenders
were guessing and caught out of
position.

Special teams
Advantage: Push
· Matt Prater is looking more
like the kicker that many considered a dual threat NFL
prospect heading into last sea.:
son than the one that missed
short field goals and points after
touchdowns in 2004. His threeof-four performance on field
goals, including makes from 49
and 43 yards out, should not be
overlooked in the Marshall win.
Joe Burnett ,is turning into a
great return man.
ULL has a strong kicking
game with kicker Sean
Comiskey and punter Brit

Coaching
Advantage: UCF
George O'Leary has earned a
temporary reprieve from UCF
fans, but the schedule combined
with newfound expectations
may make the job more difficult
than it was while he was losing.
When listing the reasons why
UCF beat Marshall, O'Leary's
out coaching of Mark Snyder
would be at the top of the list.
O'Leary seemed to learn from
last season's defeat, while Snyder was unprepared for a UCF
defense that kept his offense
guessing all night.
Rickey Bustle is in his fourth
season at ULL, and the program
has made strides. They were 4-7
last season, losing four games by

four points or less. This is the
last non-conference game for
the Cajuns; Bustle must keep his
players focused on the Knights
rather than the. seven straight
weeks of Sun Belt games that
await them.

Intangibles
Advantage: UCF
One losing streak under
O'Leary is over, now a second
one stands in the face of the
Knights. UCF has lost 15 consecutive road games, including a 06 record on the road in ·
O'Leary's first season. It was
competitive in the opener at
South Carolina, but the USF loss
left many to wonder the reasons
for the Knights' road woes. If
they can go to Lafayette and
win, all the losing talk will stop,
and the real goals of earning one
of Conference USA's five bowl
bids will begin

STONEYBROOI<
IT'S YOUR

HOME

UL-Lafayette offense
vs UCF defense
Advantage: UCF
The Cajuns have played
two Division I-A teams, Eastern Michigan and Texas, Both
games were losses of over 20
points, with Texas winning
60-3, though the statistics are
misleading.' Texas, the No. 2
team in the nation, simply
outclassed ULL. However,
against EMU, the Cajuns
played very well on offense,
but were setback by six fumbles, four of which they lost.
UCF can not count on that
type of luck in game planning
for ULL, who have two key
ingredients in the recipe for
upset: a veteran offensive
·
line and quarterback
Jerry Babb returns for his
third season at quarterback,
combining with true freshman
Tyrell Fenroy to lead a dangerou5 rushing attack ULL, who
relied on Babb to produce
everything for the offense last
season, now has thrown in
some option plays this season,
le;,iving the Knights to account
for two outside threats rather
than one. The offensive line
returns four starters, though
right tackle Jesse Newman is
now second string at left tackle behind Will Chance. This
unit averages over 300 lbs. per
man, so the Knights defensive
line must be prepared for ·a
unit that will look to wear
them down for a second-half
burst
UCF's defense deserves '
credit for bouncing back from
the USF defea and playing
more like the ·t that stoned
South Carolina for the last

Framel. Comiskey is next-toautomatic from under 40 yards,
so keeping the Cajuns out of the
red zone will be important.

COURSE!!!
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Monqay ~Friday ANYTIME!
FOR YOU MATH MAJORS THAT'S .!UST
OVER 77 BUCKS AFTER 2:00pm
Offer Expires 9/30/2005

Cail the ~ro Shop for tee times
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407-384-6888
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STATE &
NATION
Top women's basketball player dies in
Tuscon of pulmonary blood dot
TUCSON, Ariz. - Arizona
center Shawntinice Polk,· one of
the top women's college basketball players in the country, collapsed at McKale'Centeron Mon- ·
day and Was pronounced dead a
short time later at a hospital.
Polk's death was. caused by a
puJmonary blood clot - a rare
fatal occurrence for a healthy
woman of Polk's age, Dr. Eric
' Peters, Pima County's ·deputy
chief medical examiner, told The
Arizona Daily Star.
The 22-year-old 6-foot-5, 225pound senior had not been working out or practicing when she
collapsed about midmorning
Monday.
She had a history of asthma
' and underwent knee surgery earlier this year, but neither would
have increased her risk for
''throwing clots" to her lungs,
Peters·told the newspaper.
'We lost a dear, dear friend in
Shawntinice Polk this morning,"
· university President Peter Likins
said, his voice breaking.
"She's a young woman whom I
personally have conie to know
and love for the years she's been
here. She's a very, very special
. human being whO'overcame a lot·
of obstacles to realize her full
potential - a beautiful, beautiful
person whom I will cherish for
the rest ofmy life," Likins said
.A. memorial service was
scheduled for ·6:30 p.m. MST
Wednesday at McKale Center.
Polk is survived by her mother,
Johnny little, four older brothers
and two older sisters. ·

Senior forward dismissed from
, team after striking officers
.ALBUQUERQUE - · The
arrest of .A.aron Johnson left
,New Mexico coach Ritchie
/ McKay with no choice other
than to dismiss the senior forward from the men's basketball
team, McKay said.
Johnson, a Penn State transfer, was arrested early Saturday
morning and charged with four
counts ofbattery on a police officer.
Johnson became a former
Lobo on Sunday.
"I am disappointed · that
.A.aron chose to make the decision he made," McKay told The
Albuquerque Tribune from .A.ustralia, where he is on a recruiting
trip. "I wouldn't categorize him
as a person who lacks character.
I just think he made a poor decision. .A.nd based on the decision
he made, I had no other choice."
Johnson, 22, was released
from the Metropolitan Detention Center on a $20,000 bond
later Saturday.
.A.ccording to a metropolitan
court complaint, the 6-foot-9,
240~pound Johnson struck four
police officers attempting to
remove him from a downtown
night club.
McKay .said he is unsure of
Johnson's plans, but that Johnson might have a desire to
remain at the university and try
to be reinstated as a Lobo.
But the coach said he is dos- ·
ing off all possibilities of Johnson's return.
Johnson has one year of eligibility remaining. He averaged
10.2 points and 8.2 rebounds per
game in his three-year career at
PennState. ·
McKay said he doesn't have a
one-strike, you're-out policy.
''You deal with each situation
individually," he said
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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REBECCA BARN ITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FU1URE

UCF middle blocket Jana Mitchell, right, spikes the ball in UCF's four-game win over Southern Miss Tuesday night at the UCF Arena.

Volleyball team able to
stay fresh thfough layoff
FROM

(
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Rough Weekend?
(
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up like crazy;" sophomore outside hitter Lorin Lukas said.
"We were getting mad at the
hurricane coming and we were
ready just to let loose." ·
"I think we kept practice
competitive and we kept.them
hungry," Coach Meg Colado
said. 'We kept talking about
making sure when we came out
to piay someone that we take
our anger out on them and I
think that the girls did a great
job of that tonight!'
In their first match since ·a
disappointing loss to USF on
Sept 16 the Knights did not get
off to the start they would have
liked, but that quickly changed
The first game was a consistent fight back and forth for the
lead which the Eagles eventual- ·
ly won. The visitors had a hitting average of .400 percent in
the game. The rest ofthe match
was all Knights, winning the
next · three games by a mini~
mum of ten points.
"We're
very,
very
pleased," junior
middle
blocker and co-captain Jana
Mitchell added. "We had a
chance to work on a lot, and
now we're just executing."
The win brought the
Knights record to 3-5 and 1-0 in
conference play while Southern Miss fell to 4-4 and 0-1.
Before moving ·to C-US.A. this
season the Knights had been in
the .A.-Sun since 1992.
Maina Heming, the junior
outside hitter, posted her third
double-double of the season,
with 15 kills and 16 digs. .A. ·
match-high 42 assists was contributed by jmµor setter Leah
.A.lexander.
The Eagles .A.shley Petrinec
led her team with 19 kills and 11
digs for her double-double.
Teammate Edna1i Serralta posted 41 assists during the lost

Arrested? DUI? Bar Fight?
Disorderly Conduct? Fake ID?
Drug Possession? Underage Drinking?

.,. ,

YOU HAVE OPTIONS...
I CAN HELP

(
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REBECCA BARNETT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Lorin Lukas had a solid showing in UCF's win over Southern Miss on Tuesday evening.

match.
UCF's senior co-captain
libero Katie Kohnen recorded
10 digs while Jana Mitchell
totaled a career-high of a .722
hitting percentage and tallied 13
kills and four blocks.
Lukas, playing for the first
time smce Sept. 9, tallied nine
kills and three blocks. Fellow
sophomore and hitter ScJ:ianell
Neiderworder added on with 13
kills and eight digs.
For a Knights squad that
struggled earlier this year it was
important for them to get off to
a good start in C-USA
"It sets a tone for the conference," Mitchell said "Being that
we're new to the conference
and we played this well tonight,
I think its going to turn a lot of
heads!'
Kohnen said, "I think it sets
a high standard, but also we
know that we have to work
even harder to get even better.
With the opponents that we
have coming up, we know that
they're difficult just like Southern Mississippi"
Coach Colado was happy

competition top-heavy and less graduating seniors, others have
yet to duplicate the recruiting
interesting.
.A. good example of this is in success that gave us the Sigma
the Men's Competitive League, Phi Epsilon dynasty of the early
where several of last year's top millennium. Kappa Sigma and
teams have . disbanded. The Pi Kappa Pp.i have set the pace
nucleus of The Franchise, last for fraternity teams hoping to
year's runner-up, including make a run at the title this year,
corner
captain and team president · both starting at 2-0.
lmsports.ucf.edu
Pi Kappa Phi captured the
Mitch Eggers has abandoned
ship to join forces with its rival most thrilling victory thus far,
JULIE REEVES
The Showstoppers as a last- beating, Lambda Chi .A.lpha 6-0
Contributing Writer
ditch effort to gain intramural · on a 60-yard Hail Mary pass
Is free agency killing illtra- immortality.
from Guy Hill to John Hughes
mural sports?
The Showstoppers, led by to win the game.
In the NFL it began in the eighth year redshirt ultra-sen· The 2005 Sorority Flag Foot1980s. The '90s gave us our first . ior Mike Ruggieri, has lured ball league has started to· take
glimpse of title chasing with away Doug Marcello from his shape with .A.lpha Xi and Kappa
Deion Sanders going from the recently dismantled team M Delta steamrolling the compelowly Falcons to the 49ers to Squared in an attempt to repeat tition. Neither team has yielded
the Cowboys. Nowadays, by as champions. Will there be a point while· outscoring their
the time you get Madden 2006 any challengers to The Show- ·opponents 53-0 and 70-0
out of the box, you have to stoppers?
respectfully in two outings.
update the rosters for 45 minThe women's side has seen Both teams had successful
utes before you can start·Fran- an infusion of talent with the postseasons last year. Kappa
chise Mode.
recent break up of The Night- Delta reached the finals but
Unfortunately the epidemic mares. Its original draft pick, were out dueled by the Nighthas spread· to the intramural Reneisha · Brown-Lewis, has mares 19-2.
ranks and is debilitating the been suiting up with preseason
competition in 7-on-7 flag foot- favorite VIP this year. .A.lthough ·Congratulations to recent champs
J ball. Entire organizations have
· Badmjnton kicked off the
SODJte teams like Phi Delta
f 'f been dismantled leaving the · Tht'fia have been crippled by
intramural tournament sched-

IJ~
SPORTS
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with the Knights impressive
start in a new conference, but
she knows that many daunting
challenges lie ahead
"I think its important," Colado said of the win. "But I don't
thihk it sets the tone for the
entire season. It's a very long
season, but certainly'! think that
this is a good momen:tumbuilder for us going into what's
going to be a nice long stretch
of conference road matches."
Before returning to the road
in October the Knights will play
their fmal match of the month
at the UCF .A.rena on Friday. In
their second C-US.A.match of
the year the Knights will face .
University of .A.labama-Birmingham Blazers.
First serve is set for 7 p.m .A.t
the game the home team will be
collecting donations for the
continued relief fund for
destruction caused by Hurricane Katrina
.A.11-time agai.Dst U.A.B, the
Knights hold the series lead at
3-1. The last meeting between
the two team was in 2002, a
match the Knights won.

ule swinging with shuttlecocks
flying everywhere.
The first intramural champions of the school year are
Nguyet-Minh Ngo, who won
the women's division, and
Kevin Liu who won the men's
division. Kevin defeated .A.deel
Bhutta in.the finals and NguyetMinh defeated ·Christine Del
Pozzo.
Congratulations to Jeffrey
Glase, Scott Hunter, Gino
Scarsella
and
Ronald
Graninger for shooting a 58 (14) and winning the fall fourperson golf scramble held at
Wedgefield.
I Love Lamp edged Par· 54,
who shot 59 (-13). Par 54's 18th
hole bogey clinched the victory
for I Love Lamp. Lambda Chi
finished 3rd with £1. 60 (-12).

Upcoming deadlines:
Kirk Speraw 3 on 3 Basketball .
Oct.3,2005

'
FREE CONSULTATION
Principal Office in Orlando

•blending only the freshest ingredients!
•creating the best REAL fruit smoothies
anywhere!
•smoothies, wheatgrass, fresh squeezed
juices (veggie and fruit custom creations)
•freewi..fi
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SHOPPING CENTER
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2 miles from UCF campus

Ultimate Frisbee
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Blast frofll
the past
sends lifeinto tizzy

Forming a band requires more than just playing music - ·h ard work
and sacrifice are needed. Stephen Pedersen was up to the task.

NOT JUST SEX
DANADELAPI
Newsroom Manager

~

TODAY
f;/

I'll

Magnolia
Electric Co.
The band formerly known as
Songs:Ohia comes to The Social at
8 p.m. with its undefinable brand
offolkrock. Or maybe its "undefinable indie rock?"We forget. 407246-1419

TOMORROW
;...

Dark New Day
Formed as a side project from
members of Sevendust, Skrape
and Stereomud, Dark New Day is
the kind of band that makes old
people mad. With guests dManufacture and 7 Blue Skies: 9:30 p.m.
atThe Social.407-246-1419

"
'}

I\

TOMORROW-SUNDAY .

Bead and Art
Glass Fest
Jewelry lovers, decorators
and artists should check out the
Bead and Art Glass Fest at the
Orange County Convention Center.
Hundreds of vendors and artists
will be displaying their wares.
Noon daily in West Building, Hall
B4. 740-452-4541

TOMORROW-SUNDAY
~

~

Jeff Dunham
Along with clowns and leprechauns,puppets are just inherently creepy. But Jeff Dunham has
managed to tum a negative into a
positive with his comic trio puppets Peanut, Walter and Jose
Jalapeno. At the Orlando lmprov.
321-281-8000

COURTESY NASTY LITTLE MAN PUBLICITY ,

From left, guitarist Aaron Druery, drummer Mike Sweeney, bassist AJ. Mogis and lead singer Stephen Pedersen make up Criteria. The band is appearing at The Social Saturday.

MEETING THE
CRITERIA
Band founder abandoned career in law to pursue passion
BRANDON BIELICH

SATURDAY
~ .,,,

))

/

'

Florida Bands
Together
Help the people on the Gulf
CoaSt with Florida Bands Together
for the Gulf Coast at Church Street
Station.407-581-8853

SATURDAY

Streetlight
., ,. Manifesto
~

Because your mama still
keeps you under curfew, at 1 p.m.
The Social is hosting a Saturday
afternoon matinee with ska band
Streetlight Manifesto, Whole
Wheat Bread and Bedouin Soundclash.407-246-1419

~

SUNDAY

stellastarr*

'

..
t.

Curse you indie bands and
your desire to not capitalize proper nouns! Butstellastarr* plays
good music, so we can forgive
their lack of grammar skills.With
guest Hourly Radio. 8 p.m.at The
Social.407-246-1419

SUNDAY

Blues Traveler

'

•

If you haven't seen Blues
Traveler since.John Popper was
· fat, you've missed a lot.At the
House ofBlues at 6 p.m. with
guest American Minor. 407-934BLUE

DVD RELEASE
FOR WEEK OF OCT. 4

The Fly Special
Edition .
David Cronenberg makes
some weird movies, and The Fly is
not an exception. But really, aren't
we all better for having seen Jeff
Goldblum qevolve into a halfman/half-fly oozing monster? In
the movie, we mean.
lk

T

Staff Writer

here have been countless stories about young aspiring
musicians dropping out of
school --'- and otherwise sacrificing a chance at a .c ollege
degree - in order to live out ·t heir ·
dream of becoming rock stars.
But what about the unique story of
a law student from Duke University
who decides to leave college and pursue a professional career in music, not ·
law?
That is the path Stephen Pedersen,
guitarist and lead singer of Criteria,
ultimately chose. Was it all worth it in
the end?
·
Pedersen began playing music in
1990 in a band called Cursive. After
·eight years bf rocking out, Pedersen
decided it was time to move on.
Attending law school at Duke University seemed, according to Pedersen,
''like a natural thing to do."
"My father was a lawyer and I saw
how much he loved what he did and
how he was able to provide for his
family and still be home in time for
dinner; and not be an absentee parent," Pedersen said during a telephone interview.

,

COURTESY NASTY LITTLE MAN PUBLICITY

Criteria just released their first album under their new label Saddle Creek Record titled When We Break.

''And as I got older, the concept of
getting paid to think was appealing."
Pedersen admits he is a fifth-generation lawyer on his father's side of
the family, yet confirms there was no
pressure for him to carry on the family tradition.
"... It's the thing that I wanted to do.
And I'm glad I did it," he said.
Upon graduation, Pedersen's student loans began to come in. That is

when he opted to move back to his
hometown of Omaha, Neb., Pedersen
spent the first six months back home
living in a friend's basement. Though
it was not the most glorious of homes,
it was tP.e most efficient way to live
while he worked and studied for his
·
Bar exam.
It is p.ere when Pedersen's passion
PLEASE SEE

BAND ON A12

The "ex" territory is a
shady one. I hav~ a strict
never-go-back policy. I have
never gotten back together
with an ex and I've never even
had a notion to try it.
Then the love of my life
called. And sadly by love I
don't mean Colin Ferrell.
After a year and a half, my
ex-boyfriend, whom I'll call J.,
called me. My first question
was''Why?"
Why, after all this time, did
he feel the need to call me?
· After 487 days of silence with
niy phone number sitting in
his address book, he called out
of ~e blue. Why, why, why do
the gods feel the need to do
this tome?
After a 45-minute conversation with J., I couldn't help but
be flooded by old feelings that
I thought had jumped ship
more than a year earlier. I
could remember every bit of
pain I felt as if it were yesterday. Unfortunately, I could also
remember how deeply I cared
for this guy, which sent me
into a tailspin of emotional
confusion.
The ~mly thing I didn't feel
was anger and resentment. It
kind of shocked me, being as
though at one point I wanted
to see this guy suffer a grisly
death from malaria or that
African motaba disease· from
the movie Outbreak.
But I digress.
As I have said, I have never
· gone back to an ex, but there is
something about this ex that
makes me rethink that policy. I
wonder if it is ever OK to forgive someone who ripped
your heart out and shattered
your soul. And how do you go
about that?
My best friend Jen -is one
such person who forgave a guy
for breaking her heart. They /
have been together now fot
almost two years. Jen, however, does not think it is a good
idea for me to forgive J. or even
see him.
Seems a bit hypocritical,
eh? Luckily, I don't let friends
rule my life and prefer to
ignore .'good advice while
plunging headfirst into ba.d
mistakes. So, against my
friend's better judgment, I set
up an outing between J., myself
and some mutual friends.
Since then, I have been a
nervous wreck for the past
two weeks · over this get
together. What would I say?
What would I do?
Do you hug your ex when
you see him? Give him a handshake? Or do you just punch
him in the arm and say ''How's
it going, chum?"
There are no rules in the ex
territory, this much I've
learned. All you can do is keep
a level head and forge forward
one day at a time.
·
Oh, and pray that you don't
fall head over heels again.
PLEASESEE

REUNIONS ON A13

Sweet giggity! Family Guy 'movie' a treat for fans of show
Never-before seen direct-to-DVD film little more than
three episodes strung together, but still amusing
er three upcoming episodes without commerWILLIAM GOSS
cials or censorship. Regardless, FG fans are
StaffWriter
sure to get a kick out of it.
After fans resurrected the cancelled Family
The movie takes place over three segments,
Guy with soaring DVD sales, they are reward- even denoted in the credits as Parts I, II and III.
ed with Stewie Griffin: The Untold Story, a . Part I follows Stewie as his attempt at being a
direct-to-video release that takes little advan- pacifist leads to a drinking problem, while
tage of its potentiai by loosely stringing togeth- Peter becomes a local celebrity with his Chan-

nel 5 rants on what really grinds his gears. Part
II follows Stewie as he heads to San Francisco
to find his potential father, while Peter and
Lois try to gain some privacy by encouraging
their children to go out dating. Part III is, well,
difficult to discuss without ruining certain plot
points.
Fans will enjoy the surge of pop culture references, inside jokes and celebrity cameos.
There are many shining moments, including
priceless jabs at Bolio and Bugs Bunny, and
PLEASESEE

FANS ON A12

Stewie Griffin: The Untold
St~ry

•••••

Director: Pete Michels, Peter Shin
Stars: Seth Mcfarlane, Alex
Borstein, Mila Kunis, Seth Green
In stores everywhere

Band just released
first CD under label
FROM

COURTESY NEW LINE CINEMA

Viggo Mortensen trades his sword for a gun in David Cronenberg's AHistory of Violence. The film is a thoughtful, character-driven drama about violence and its affect on society.
.
'

History of Violence an impactful experience
Film forgoes the role of basic thriller
for a thoughtful look at bloodshed
WILLIAM GOSS
Staff Writer

What begins as a deceptively simple thriller soon evolves
W,to a fascinating characterdriven drama, as well as one of
the year's best films, in director
~avid Cronenberg's A History
of Violence.
Tom
Stall
(Viggo
Mortensen) is living the American dream, with his perfect
family in an ideal Indiana community. One night, Tom dispatches a pair of criminals at his
diner in a most 1nethodical
manner. As news of Tom's
herQism spreads, he is
approached by a scarred gang-

ster (Ed Harris), who insists
that Tom isn't quite who he says
he is.
As basic as the whole affair
may seem, it only amplifies the
impact of what matters most.
The occasional plot twists are
predictable for the most part,
arid no real surprises . are in
store. However, the film's simplicity provides a startling contrast between the brutalities
that occurs. Scenes featuring
graphic violence or sex retain
their full potency against the
Norman Rockwell backdrop of
small-town life.
The whole film revolves
around Tom's act of selfdefense, a single violent event

that results in,
his son, who
AHistory ofViolence
among
other
deserves recogthings, the colnition
come
lapse ofhis family.
awards
season.
Director: David Cronenberg
His son, previousCronenberg
Stars: Viggo Mortensen, Ed
ly cowering from
has
· addressed
' Harris, Maria Bello
bullies, is now
the
multiple
Starts Friday attheaters
provoked to a
of the
meanings
everywher~
title: A) the main
stunningly
aggressive reaccharacter's pertion following the incident. His sonal history of violence, B) the
wife and daughter now fear for history of violence as a means
their safety when the intimidat- to an end, and C) the history of
ing gangster shadows the Stall violence in all mankind. The
film itself tackles each layer
family.
'
The film brings out career- masterfully,
the
echoing
best performances out of the essence of a thriller, a drama. a
cast, from Mortensen (Lord of Western and a film noir to a
the Rings) to Harris (The Tru- compelling degree.
man Show) and everyone in
What lies beneath the simbetween. Of most worthy note ple story is a captivating poris the work from Maria Bello trait of violence and its effects.
(Coyote Ugly) as Tom's devot- Simply put, A History of Vioed, then distraught wife, and lence is a depth charge, one
newcomer Ashton Holmes as· with undeniable impact.

*****
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for music began to overwhelm
his destiny for law.
He spent most of his free
time writing and ·recording
songs. Pedersen eventually
wrote what would become En
Garde, the first album under
the band name Criteria. But
the problem was there was no
band, just Pedersen. So he set
out to find a couple of guys to
make up Criteria.
It did not take Pedersen
long to find bassist A.J. ,Mogis.
A musician and also an engineer, he had produced albums
for Pedersen's previous bands.
"He's kind of a wizard; a
great engineer and a great bass
player ... and sings better than
me; I knew he would be good,"
said Pedersen about choosing
Mogis. •
Through connections in the
. local music scene, Pedersen
had known about a versatile
guitarist named Aaron Druery.
Pedersen knew Druery met
the criteria for the band.
"[Aaron] likes to rock, and
Criteria's 'a rock band, so it
seemed like a good fit,'' comments Pedersen.
Finally, Pedersen needed. a
drummer, and he knew where
to look.
"Everyone I had talked to
were like 'Mike Sweeney is the
tightest, most badass drummer
in Omaha,'" Pedersen said.
With Criteria fully-formed,
it was time to rock. However,
one question still lingered:
Would Pedersen drop law and
assume a full-time position in
the band?
Pedersen eventually chose
the way of rock, but only after
Criteria secured a home with
independent label, Saddle
Creek Records.
"I couldn't justify leaving
my job unless I knew there was
. a record label that could properly support the band. And
[they] presented me the possibility of being able to make a

living out of it ...," Pedersen
said of his decision.
"Pretty much everyone in
the band has financial responsibilities. So we had t0 get onto
a label that at least gave us the
possibility of being able to tour,
and make money on the road,
and sell records, and be able to
support ourselves.''
Saddle Creek has proven
successful for Criteria. The
band just released their label
debut, When We Break, and is
now on a nationwide tour to
promote it. Saddle Creek also
plans to re-release En Garde
later this year.
Though settled with his
final decision, Pedersen still
felt the need to address his
dilemma In the opening track ·
of When We Break, titled "Prevent th~ World," Pedersen
clearly describes his situation
with lyrics, "I'm stuck in a
basement world/ where even if
I tried/ to make rock my living/ it wouldn't coincide."
The chorus belts out
"You're preventing ¢.e world
from hearing my.songs."
But who is the conspicuous
"You"?
"The 'you' is me; the 'you' is
my job ... I'm kinda singing at
myself, l'm singing .at the
career path I've chosen,'' Pedersen said.
But in the end, the practice
of law still remains close to
· Pedersen. He finds himself
· providing legal advice to
friends in need.
"... I do [entertainment law]
on the side, and I'm doing it
more now that I'm not working
at the law firm ...," Pedersen
said.
·
Though Criteria may now
be his full-time job, Pedersen
does not forget the legal practice. For Pedersen, getting paid
to think may be appealing, but
getting paid to rock may be just
one bit sweeter.
Criteria performs a sold-out
show this Saturday at The
Social downtown.

•

'
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Fans of show will find plenty of lines to
quote, but references will confuse newbies ·
FROM

All
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there is also much fodder for fans to quote from.
. However, in the end, the "movie" is just a compilation of three episodes from the new season left
uncensored and barely connected in a narrative
sense (the Stewie-centric title is a bit misleading).
It comes across as a half-hearted attempt to rake in
more money than to actually satisfy the fans.
For anyone looking for a hearty dose of Family
Guy, Stewie Griffin: The Untold Story will likely do
· the trick. Those unfamiliar with the show may not
be as impressed with the material, as several gags
will soar right over their heads. Still, it is a showcase for every quality that has made Family Guy
such a popular hit, and it is sure to make every fan
say "Giggity-giggity-giggity!"
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Ghostlight Theatre Ensemble aims
for an ambitious first year of plays
Founding member of drama company is a UCF alumna
MELISSA PATTERSON
Staff Writer

In November 2004, one UCF
alumna and two fellow actors
had a dream. They named that
dream the Ghostlight Theatre
Ensemble, and planned to host
an ambitious four shows in its
first year. It looks as though that
dream has been realized, as
Ghostlight gears up to present
its f'.mal show this season, The
Fantasticks by Harvey Schmidt
and Tom Jones.
The Fantasticks is the story
of two smitten
young neigh- SHOWTIMES
bors who dis- Ghostlight will
eover there is
run 12 showings
no better place of The Fantasticks
for .love than between today
their
own and Oct.16.All
backyards.
performances
Thrown in are are scheduled for
a mute, a ban- 8 p. m., except for
dit and a pair Sunday matinees
of
feuding at 2 p.m.Contact
Karla Sue Schultz
fathers
that
create a show at 407-463-3584
full
of for tickets and
romance, mys- informatiori.
tery
and
adventure.
Running
t•
off-Broadway from 1960 to 2002
at the Sullivan Street Playhouse
for more than 17,000 perform<;i
ances, it is the world's longestrunning show still at its original
theatre. It's been performed
close to 500 times in 69 countries worldwide.
MATT POLLIIT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Ghostlight's three young Karla Sue Schultz and Robert Berliner practice for the production of The Fantasticks.
founders became friends while
acting at tht;! Orlando Broadway
(f',
Dinner Theater in a show called
director, conductor, performer,
How to Succeed in Business
performance coach, musician,
clinician, producer, composer
Without Actually Trying. Ironically, both the show and the theand writer.
atre were shut down mid-run.
The most difficult part of
"We got a call Friday of our
starting a theater ensemble, the
run that not only was the show
group agrees, was the business
aspect. Everything from the
•• closing but tbe theatre was closing," UCF alumna Karla Sue
legal ramifications of their creation to choosing what kind of
Schultz said. 'Mer the theater
closed, we got together for a
corporation to become left
postmortem party."
them scouring the shelves of
· It· was there 'the ·idea for
local bookstores for answers.
"Playing on stage is what we
Ghostlight was born. But why
love to do, and fmdiilg the busiI> "Ghostlight?"
ness organization behind it has
''A ghostlight is a standing
.-MEGGIN WEAVER
CO-FOUNDER OF . been more of a challenge for us
lamp ... that provides the next
GHOSTLIGHT THEATRE ENSEMBLE
all," Weaver said.
person in the theater a means of
seeing their way in the dark- · · - - -- - -- - - - Schultz adds that UCF Theness," the ensemble's Web site
atre defmitely taught her how
explains. "This symbol of opti- and continues to help with mar- to market herself as an actor, but
mism and encouragement ... keting and box office.
left much to be desired in the
represents what theater is to us,
Weaver appeared as one of way of managing an ensemble.
"If! were to go back, I would
and what we hope to bring to the ensemble singers in Love
everyone with whom we cross· Crossing, and assumed the role probably get a business degree
paths, onstage and off."
ofJuliet in Romeo and Juliet. She as well as a theater degree,"
In the beginning, Ghostlight serves also as assistant market- Schultz said.
If a UCF student wanted to
was simply Schultz; Meggin . ing director, education coordiWeaver and Brandon Roberts. nator, director of research and act in a Ghostlight production,
Timothy Turner quickly joined dramaturgy and even as the Schultz said, all they would
need is permission from the
the crew after the group's company chef.
accompanist bailed out days
Roberts took on numerous UCF Theatre department. They
before the first show, and he's roles in the Romeo and Juliet can obtain audition information
) ,, been there ever since. With · tour, assumed the role of direc- from the Web site's auditions
only four people to handle an tor for Love Crossing and Bril- link at www.ghostlighton
entire theater company, there liant Traces, and handles the. stage.com.
On the horizon for next year
was plenty of work to go · ensemble's graphic design and
is a possible spot in the Orlando
around.
Web site management.
·
Schultz performed in Love
Turner is Ghostlight's resi- Fringe Festival with a three-perCrossing, Ghostlight's third pro- dent music director and indis- son · physical comedy called
"' duction, and portrayed numer- putably the most experienced Sport. Ghostlight also plans to
ous roles in the four-person member in the ensemble. He continue its prograni with four
Romeo and Juliet tour. She al.so has been p erforming profes- more shows next season: a
handled backstage matters for sionally for 25 years on stage comedy, a drama, and two musi·• the first show, Brilliant Traces, and screen, and works as a cals.

for. Hospitality
Employees
• $lOAll You-Can
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Bring proof of employment or
your«::;orrege ID and you've
scored unlimited drinks until
1am! Plus bool{ your VIP table
now~ bottles of Bang! Vodka
are only $100!

. " ... Finding the
business · ·
organization
behind it has
been more of a
challenge for us."
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Reunions
with an ex
.can lead to
soured love
•
once again
FROM

Dana Delapi can be reached at
newsroom@UCFtfl...-ws.com
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The worst possible thing
you can do is get back together
with an ex and have it all go
sour again. Then your friends
have free range to say "I told
you so" and do that dippy little
· dance that goes with it.
I wish I could relay the
· events of my night with my ex.
But, true to form, J. bailed at the
last minute leaving m e with
nothing but excuses that I have
heard before. I felt like his
annoyed and neglected girlfriend all over again.
All I can say about his
behavior: same stuff, different
year. Luckily, I didn't give him a
chance to b reak my heart
again.
\ •1
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OUR STANCE

0

Don't excuse
underage
T

he backlash after Sahrrday's shooting ofUCF ·
police officer Mario Jenkins has been incredibly varied
from people expressing their
grief and disbelief to people portraying anger at law enforcement
tactics to curb underage drinking.
What is absolutely unfathomable is anyone's belief that
Jenkins' death was justified in
that the UCF Police Department
• or any other officers were causing a disrurbance by doing their
jobs. Police officers are at UCF
football games to make sule that
order is maintained and underage drinking and drunken driving
are stopped:
The argument that officers
should stop worrying about
underage drinking is nonsense.
The act in itself is wholly illegal
and it is every officer's duty to
stop illegal activity. ·
Turn on any news station, pull
up any news Web site or even
Google for statistics and you'll
find out that underage drinking is
a horrible, growing epidemic at
colleges and univer.;ities across
the nation.
What should be argued is that
_,.officers shouldn't bother
/ ' patrolling in plain clothes and
should be in full unifonn. People
need to see how serious the law
enforcement efforts are and the
point officials are trying to get
across when they maintain that
underage drinking will not be tolerated at tailgates.

1

OUR STANCE

megal file sharing
is Simply theft
T

"But there's only one or two
he tide is turning in the
unlawful taking (as by emb~zzle
good songs on the CD. Why
fight over online file shar- ment or burglary) of property."
should I pay $15 for that?"
ing. Two months ago, the
. Seems pretty cut and dry. So
Hey, good point. You shouldU.S. Supreme Court decided that why is it that so many people
n't. You also shouldn't allow
a company can be held liable for can't grasp the fact, or refuse to
your misguided sense of imporacknowledge that taking eleccopyright violations that take
tance to allow you to believe
place on its service.
tronic property is stealing?
The reason is cowardice. Ille- that you have a right to the
Several companies have
gal downloading removes per"good" songs on that disc and
responded by moving toward
should be allowed to take them.
more legitimate operations.
sonal interaction from the
Hey, nobody likes that tiny little
Major players such as EDonkey
process.
Shoplifting from a departmutant leg in the bucket of
and Grokster have announced
plans to alter their structures,
chicken at Publix. Tob bad, it's
ment store forces an individual
part of the package.
with EDonkey exploring ways to to be immersed in the situation.
Intellectual property is no difThe cameras could be on you,
appease the record industry
while still making money and
the employees might spot you or ferent than tangible property.
Someone spent years in training
Grokster attempting to merge
the alarm could go off.
for their craft and put in countwith Mashboxx, a ·new company
It's a risk It's a much bigger
that plans to paycopyright own- risk, seemingly, than taking what less hours to create a product
ers for their songs.
you want from the safety of your that they depend on for their
bedroom, with the bustling inte- lifeblood.
These developments are a
One is not "sticking it to the
rior components of your PC
positive step toward curtailing
man" wp.en you take songs, teledoing the taking for you. It
the shameful practice of illegal
file sharing. The development of allows people a sense of removal vision or movies that you didn't
pay for. These corporations that
the Internet and the promulga.
from the act itself, thereby
tion of broadband technology
appeasing any feelings of wrong- students thumb their nose at are
has provided amazing opportu:.
doing - and that's cowardly.
. really just collections of people; •
nities for people around the ·
Some cite the high price of
and for eachmega-millionaire in
world to explore, learn and com- CDs a5 justification for illegal
the group, the~e are gaffers, best
municate in ways previously
downloading~ This rationale is
boys, grips and tons of other
workers with absolutely essenunimaginable.
·flawed on many levels. Since
tial jobs that I've never und,erComputer technology has
when does a high price - and
stood.
·
made nearly every aspect of life
what exactly defines a high
When these companies lose
easier, be it business, research,
price? - give you license to
money due to your greed, they
finance, planning, etc. Unfortusteal? Welcome to capitalism,
make cuts. Someone is going to
nately, it has also provided a new Comrade Marx. Producers and
feel the sting. Do people think
retailers set prices and the marmeditun for illegal behaviors
such as harassment, fraud and
ket dictates their rise and fall. No the corporate bigwigs ar.e going
to cut their own salaries? If one
theft.
one has the right to start taking
And make no mistake, theft is products when they, in their infi- believes that, they're as ruilve as
the idea that illegal file -sharing is
what illegal downloading is. The nite wisdom, decide that they
harmless.
dictionary defines "theft" as "an
cost too much.
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OU, YOU
UAVE GOr TO BE
KIDDING MEI

0

Jenkins' death shouldn't be an
Local business owners and
excuse for people to say the officommunity residents who have
cers should have seen this comvested interests in UCF football
ing or that police should curb
will always have a place at UCF
their efforts and surrender the
football games, but what about
battle against underage drinking.
the people who have no concern
Are the police officers just
forUCF?
supposed to let up and allow
There are literally thousands
every person attending tailgates
of people who tailgate at the Citto do whatever he or she feels ·
' rus Bowl and the only rea5on
like and let the chips fall where
they are there is for a reason to
they may?
sit outside and drink.
Many students don't know
This isn't a false accusation.
that police enforcement at UCF
Many of these people openly ·
football games was once very
admit it, and they'll laugh and
laid back. It was so laid back that
boast a world of pride about it. A
there were more fights after
lot of these people are also under
every game and parking lot fires
the legal drinking age.
If people'honestly believe that
almost became a tradition.
There were occurrences com- tinderage drinking should be
parable to gang mentality and, for OV(frlooked and the police should ·
that, UCF and Orlando Police
find something better to do with
their time, then maybe they
had to step up their efforts to
make the environment safer for
should talk to Mothers Against
families and fans alike.
.
Drunk Driving.
,
If there are no police at tailMaybe they should talk to the
UCF night officers who regularly
gates then we have chaos. There
stop dozens of underage drunken
will be fights galore and excesdrivers each month. Most of all,
sive drug and alcohol abuse.
Anyone in their right mind
maybe they should to Jenkins'
wife, now a widow.
would realize that without the
presence of law enforcement
Ask them all if underage
drinking is not such a big deal
there would be acts so much
worse than just some 18-year-old and the answer should be the
enjoying a beer.
same. It's illegal and it leads to
Maybe'law enforcement
irresponsibility.
should hrrn its eye away from
Without law enforcement to
underage drinking if only to start regulate situations of mass alcoholic consumption then we
locking out people who have no
would all be mourning much
relationship with UCF. Alumni
and students obviously have their more than the death of Officer
place at games.
Mario Jenkins.
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READER VIEWS
Remembering a fallen friend
UCF Officer Mario Jenkins was a friend
of mine in high school. He was one of the
nicest guys I had ever met and I am very
saddened by this tragedy. The picture they
have shown on the news of Mario is exactly
how I remembered him: always smiling,
always polite. He was a great person to be
around and will be missed by many. My
prayers go out to his family in this time of
grief.
- SCOTT BAKER

Asking, was it really worth it'?
The final quote in your article about Officer Jenkins asked, "Was it worth it?" ["UCF
·officer shot dead before Marchall game,"
Sept. 26] This is a question a lot of people at .
UCF should be asking themselves as they
begin their-investigation. Was it really worth
the UCF Police Department's limited
resources to make their officers go undercover to find underage drinkers at a college
football game? Was it worth it when the
underage suspect ran? Was it worth it when
others around began attacking an officer trying to do his job? Was it worth it to the
Orlando Police Department to have a retired
officers in the field who was obviously
unaware of the undercover situation?
Tough questions? UCF has been sending
mixed signals to the students for years.
"Don't drink at the games," but then they run
beer company-sponsored ads featuring ·
Knightro, the official mascot of the school
They tell you not to drink at games, but then
accept so much money from a beer distributor that they name multiple buildings after
him (Hint: Wayne Densch). UCF has lost a
good officer and a lot of innocence all for
something you will never stop, even when ·
the games move on campus.

secretive practices, resulting in more chaos
and more tragedy, not less.
·
We have ·given possible solutions to the
real issues raised by drinking, namely providing a shuttle to downtown and to football
games which would reduce drunken driving
w.ithin the UCF community. Furthermore,
the invi~ation to one of us (De Vlieger) by
Maribeth Ehasz to become a member of the
Drug and Alcohol task force was never followed through as suggested by the Interim
Director of Alcohol and Other Drug Prevention Programs. This e-mail dialogue is avail- able upon the Future's request. Why thrust
so much faith into this ineffective panel that
has apparently exist~d sihce before March
28, 2004, when the communication began?
Hitt is a very smart man and a great
politician, but he can't actually believe the
claims that he so hastily made in passion via
his open letter to the UCF community. Stµdents ofUCF should not feel guilty for celebrating their school sprit in the way of tradition. Everyone is in mourning though we are
not to blame for the mishap that resulted
from a poor policy and we deserve an imme~
diate apology.
We are saddened, but believe there is
hope in alternatives to harsh enforcement of
prohibition, which we know is a failure from
experience. Hopefully, passionate decisions
won't become permanent policy.

(

- JASON MISNER AND MATT DE VLIEGER
<'

Illegal drinking not at fault

while 'I am saddened by Saturday's events
before the big win against Marshallt I am
rather disappointed in how President Hitt
and the rest of the media coverage seem to
be handling it. While nQ facts are for sure
yet, one thing is true: Underage drinking is
not the key cause of this tragedy. .
In the e-mail letter sent by President Hitt,
- 0. MITCHELL PERKINS his main remedy for this event is to crackFORMER UCF POLICE DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE down more on underage drinking. While I
am not saying underage drinkers are in the
right, I think it is naive to pin this event on
After reviewing several accounts of the
them. A massive miscommunication seems
events that took place at the football game
to have occurred between the UCFPD and
last Saturday and the response ofUCF Presi- the Orlando PD. In.my opinion; a massive
dent John C. Hitt, these words niust be said:
misuse of a firearm. While belligerence may
The now commonly accepted conclusion
have occurred, there was no need for guns.
that underage drinking is the reason for the
As for Ashley Burns' article, he is the one,
tragic events is misconceived from its origin. who should feel ashamed. ["Officer's death
The belief that this was the cause of these
leaves nothing for fans to celebrate," Sept.
shootings is irrational; this stems from the
26]While he is grieving and writing about it
same ignorance that develops illogical claims as a way to let go, to blame the fans ('The
such as "crime causes guns" or "flies cause
fans involved in whatever led up to Mario's
garbage." In fact, the issue of underage drink-. death should feel ashamed.") is insensitive
ing i~ the last that should be attributed as the and downright cowardly. Face it, the blame
cause of a terrible day in UCF history. Why
could be placed on just about anyone there.
not blame the guns, the (sober) shooters or
However, no blame should occur because it
the fact that officers were sent to intimidate
was an accident; whether one of stupidity,
and. spread fear among people whom they
rashness or bad judgment, it was an accident.
are protecting - a violation of the mission
Next time you feel like grieving, you
statement of the UCF Police Department;
should do just that, but don't tell others how
specifically respect of the individual, to
they should feeL I'm sure they're dealing
ensure fairness and solve problems?
with enough emotions without some
Hitt is placing blanie on underage drinkpompous opinions writer telling them how
ing/drinkers, rather than on the policy,
to feeL
responsible for the tragic death of an officer
- KARRI SIMPSON
and shooting of a young man. Excessive use
of force and ambiguity of authority killed
this man; a beer in someone's hand did not.
An undercover operation by the UCFPD
Stricter enforcement will not lead to an end
designed to "protect" students from underof these injustices. It will only pave the way
age drinking ended up putting everyone
for future mishaps, frustration, aggravation
involved.in far greater danger than a few
and tragedy. The law itself is unjust in nature
beers could ever have done. What's the real
as it excludes even adults of voting age. At
tragedy here? That ideological drug law
least 339 U.S. soldiers have been killed in
enforcement continues 'to cause more harm
Iraq and Afghanistan while serving tl\eir
than the drugs themselves. There's talk of
country without ever being able to legally
canceling or scaling back tailgating at furure
order an alcoholic beverage in the land for
games because it may be too dangerous, but
which they lost their lives. Strong enough to
where did this danger come from? Not from
fight and brave enough to die, but not wise
the students, but from the overzealous police
enough to make their own decisions? They
presence! Granted, the law says 21 and up,
were never treated as legal equals.
but is it too much to ask the UCFPD to act
If our right to freedom was.valid these
With a little more common sense? Firing
would not be concerns, as studies show that
warning shots or using your gun in any way ·
collegiate cqnditions hardly improved
to intimidate underage drinkers is insane and
· because of the National Minimum Drinking
an abuse of authority. Your job is to serve
Age Act of 1984. No one should ever die for ·
and protect. Get off our backs, respect our
such a law. Drinking has always been found
privacy and remember that you're supposed
where there is social interaction. People
to be preventing dangerous disturbances and
choose to drink are not criminals. Stricter
not causing them yourselves.
enforcement will make criminals out of
-=- MATTHEW SEGALL
decent citizens and cause an increase in

~,

Poor policy to blame for death

t·

Police cause danger, not fans

l

The Futureencourages commentsfrom readers.Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 wordsand must include
full name and phonenumber. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them on line at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
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I've lost my mind and Kirstie's
lost a whole lot of weight

•

..

I want to give my warmest
eardrums, "Hollaback Girl."
thanks to the many, many
With a tear in my eye and
people who wrote me over
the pride of a million men, I
the past few days expressing
smiled and put my issue
their sorrow and compassion
down.
about the loss of Mario JenkThen I picked it back up
ins.
and stared at the photos of the
As for.the people who
hot girl from MTV ...
wrote otherwise, well I know
Mind ofMencia is the
where I'll see you in the after· MOUTHING OFF
worst television show ever.
It's so bad that Marshall could
life.
ASHLEY BURNS
However, to my friends
beat
it. I swear if he says the
Managing Editor
and readers with the ability to
word "beaner" one more time
express sorrow for the loss of
and waits for his audience to
lunch at the same time.
a human being's life, I want to
laugh I'll slam my head in a
The hit of the game came
share one of the last things
about 15 minutes after the goal car door ...
that I ever got to say to Mario. ·post came down when my
Here are some random
He brought his dog to my
buddy George speared me a la thoughts ...
house one evening and he
The corrunercial for DanBill Goldberg on the 30-yard
told me his dog was better
non Fruision breakfast drinks
line.
than my precious Allie-Gator ·
gives me seizures ...
The concussion that folBurns.
I'm being forced to watch
lowed still hasn't left me, but I
I laughed and said, "Mario,
must say it's the best I've ever Lilo and Stitch to help write a
tell your dog to stop pooping
Homecoming skit and it's not
felt while not being able to
in my yard."
fair ...
complete a single sentence or
;well it is time for me to
Real or fake, Laguna Beach
_see clearly or remember anystop pooping in.my readers'
should embarrass the entire
one's name. Good times.
yards and get back to having a
humanrace ...
I could go on and on about
little fun. With that said,
Once more1 My Super
Marshall - and sweet Budhere's a special Thursday
dha knows rd love to - but I · Sweet 16 is the prime example
tirade for Myki, the coolest
of why the rest of the world
have bigger fish to fry. If I
German Shephard police dog
hates us ...
knew anythlng about
ever to violate my backyard ...
·Finally, the biggest love in
Louisiana Laugh-ayette I'd get
rm a few days late but it's on that, too, but that's an easy my life isrrt a celebrity or a
time for some Marshall jokes.
fading pop star. It isn't a good
win, so away we go ...
Granted, I know the Herd still
slice of white pfaza from GioThere's a new Weight
holds a 3-1 all-time advantage,
Watchers commercial running vanni's or late night soft-core
but when you lose to the team that has my jovial side a tad
porn on Ciqemax.
with the longest losing streak
Nope, the biggest love in
peeved. Apparently Kirstie
my
life is fantasy football. I
in the nation you need to be
Alley is the new spokesready to take the same jabs
love it because no matter
woman for Weight Watchers
the latter_ team took.
what I have something to look
and she's challenging people
For instance, what did the
forward
to every Sunday. It's
to lose 60 pounds because she
Marshall husband say to his
sort of a rite of passage
already has.
wife? "l can't believe the Herd
between men and I can't help
Seriously, she looks like ·
lost, sis."
but express my immense zest
Rebecca from Cheers again
Better yet, when a team
for it as often as I can.
and that's kind of cool, but it
breaks the longest losing
I've written about it before
takes the fun away. It's like if
streak, shouldn't the opposing Star Jones somehow ended up and I've probably bored some
players be forced to play their
people senseless with my
looking like Tyra BanJcs ...
next game with their pants
bragging about my dominance
There's a reason 1 want to
down?
and the way I make my oppobe an editor at Maxim whe'n I
I really think this should be graduate from this university.
nents cry. I'm that good.
like when a golfer can't hit the The brilliance of the magazine
I'm so good, in fact, I supball past the womens• tees,
pose you could call me the
for men runs parallel with
except maybe they should
Kirstie Alley of fantasy footmine and it's almost uncanny.
have to wear pink thongs.
ball.
In the latest issue, Maxim
Then again maybe I
gave the honor of Most Irritatshouldn't write such. detailed
ing Song Ever to Gwen SteAshley Bums can be reached at
imagery while I'm eating
fani's ode to shattereq
editol@UCFMWS.COm

U.S,AIR FORCE
C~OSS INTO THE BlUE

Mor e

men

and

women

on

the

front

lines

are

surviving

life-threateni'lg

injuries

than ever before for one r eason: We have th e most elite nurses in Hie world. As a
U.S. Air Force nur se, you receive the most advanced training and have access to the

best medical technology on the planet_ And whether you·re treating Airmen on fore ign
soil or their families on bases here in the U.S., you can put all of that tram ing to use.
If you're interested in learning' more about a better place to practice medicine, call
visit us online.

or

1·800• 588· 5260 • AIRFORCE.COM/HEALTHCARE

c

...
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If you want to enjoy greatet job security, make more money, have reater
flexibility and more opportunities, hen Graduate School is fo you. In addition
to providing more knowledge and understanding of your di$cipline, it will allow you ·
additional choices in the job market, increased marketability, more opportunities for
advancement, and for' some professions it is simply required for what you want to do
(for example, psychologists, physical therapists, counselors, and audiologists are all
required to have graduate degrees to practice).

The typ·cal person w th a graduate degree wlll earn an average salary of
$74,602 per year, compared to $51,206 for an individuat·with a bachelor's degree,
and only $27,915 for someone with a high school diploma. Not only are annual
earnings more, but you are also more likely to have greater savings over your
career and are more likely to be married to someone who also has higher earnings
and savings.

What do you need to pursue graduate edtacatJon? You need to apply.
Graduate programs will evaluate your credentials based upon your overall
academic record {grade point average in the last 60 hours of your
undergraduate career is typicat), test score performance (GAE or GMAT),.
letters of recommendation from faculty, statement of purpose about why you
want to attend Graduate School, your professiona1 experiences, and
sometimes a personal interview or portfolio. In addition, many graduate
students receive financial support to attend graduate school.
Assistantships and fellowships are available from most graduate schools.

tJCF offers more than 100 master's, doctoral1 and
certificate programs.

UNIVERSITY OP CENTRAL FLORID~
GRADU AT E STU DIES

Star..ds For Oppor-tunity·
For more information, the
following websites are helpful,
as well as t he.UCF Grad.uate
Students website at
www.graduate.ucfiedu.
ll

• Graduate School Guide
www.graduategttide.com
• Peterson s Guide
www .petersons.oom
1

• GraduateSchools.com
www .graduatcschools.com

• FRESCH! Free Scholarship Search
www.freschinfo.com /index.phtml
• FastWeb Free Scholarship Search
www.fust\veb.com

Apply Online!

e. c .
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CLASSIFICATIONS
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,

· 100 Help Wanted: General
125 HelpWanted:ParHime
150 HelpWanted:Full·Time

175 Business Opportunities
200 For Rent: Homes
225 For Rent: Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: General
325 For Sale: Automotive

350
375
400
500
' 525
550
600
700

800
900
999

For Sale: Homes
for Sale: Pets
Services
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Events: Greek Life
Events: UCF
Travel
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted
Lost & Found

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.:ry. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

PAYMENT METHODS

•

AD RATES

.

Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, ~EX, Discover

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

First issue:
Each addl issue:

WCAL

SI'UDENT

HELP WANTED

$8
SS

SS
$3

Sl6
s10

·Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
·Ad options; upgrades, and additional discounts available
·Economic way to be placed in over 35,000 weekly issues
• Reaching UCF, East Orlando, Oviedo, and Winter Springs
·Classified ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

'

•

$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x ·107.

We need Paid Survey Takers in Orlando.
100% FREE to join!
click on Surveys.

JNR Adjustment Company has available
positions for immediate hiring. We are
looking for energetic, self-motivated
individuals in the collections and claims
industry. The position is based on hourly
rate together with ·commission structure.
We will train, experience is a plus. Email
resume to: scott@jnrflorida.com or fax
to: 407·207·5633, for a personal
inteiview.

MEDIA PRODUCTIONS
Young Orlando company seeks talented
Graphic Designer & Live Production
experts (Director, Camera, Sound, Light,
Video). www.thinkcybis.com{join-us

·TAX INSTRUCTOR
Exper. teacher or preparer needed for 8
week evening tax class. Starts late Sept.
Conv. location in East Orlando. &end
resume to LibertyTaxOrlando@fdn.com
·
or call 407·380·0880.

Women ages 21 ·30 you can help make
a miracle happen! Egg donors needed
to help·women who are waiting to
become moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407·740·0909

Recreation/Building attendant at a
nearby location. Sat/Sun 12-9pm.
Pay $8-$9/hr, Must love working
with people. Lisa 321-443-1775

Professional couple seeking an individual
that can assist with running errands,
housekeeping & grocery shopping.
Pleasant work environment.
Call 407·310-7309

..
Delivery drivers needed. Good pay plus

MOVIE EXTRAS/ACTORS & MODELS!
Make $75·$250/day. All ages/faces
wanted! No experience required.
FT/PT! (800)714-7565.

Part Time Responsible Babysitter
Wanted! Once a weekend. Serious
inquiries only. If interested call Akia
561·707·2184

Courtesy/Security Officer positions
available for 2nd & 3rd shifts. Licenses
and school costs reimbursed. Great Pay
. and Benefits. Lake Buena Vista area.
Good Transportation a must. Fax
inquiries to 407·658-6103

Female smokers, thin, feminine who
enjoy smoking socially needed for
confidential phone interview. Selected
callers earn $50. Leave name and
number, your call will be returned.
661-255·3940

Local Moving Company Now Hiring for
inside sales/customer service rep.
position. Excellent pay, benefits, and
incentives for the right individual. Please
Fax re;iume to 407·852-1133 Attn.Todd
)'remail at todd@tmtorlando.com

GREAT JOB, GREAT PAY, GREAT
LOCATION! Busy Nature's Table .
localed in the Cingular bldg. @ 12150
Research Pkwy now hiring servers.
Must be clean cut, friendly and hard •
working with great attitude. Open
7:00am · 7:30pm M-F • Ask for Camille

Famous Phils Cheesesteaks looking for
cashiers and kitchen help. Apply at
University and Goldenrod (Unigold
shopping plaza) or call 484·686-5678.

Blimp Ground Crew
Must be willing to travel full time. Have
no criminal background, have clean
driving record and be Drug-Free. Also
see Career Builder, key word Blimp
Ground Crew or Call Steve Adams
407·363·7777

tips, must be motivated, know the area
and able to work 25 hours per week.
·Apply within @ Goodfellas Pizza
Corner of Alafaya/50 (Publix Plaza)

Two Men and a Truck is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
residential/commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages+ tips & bonuses. 407-816·0915.
We are located west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave.

RECREATION AIDES,
LIFEGUARDS, SWIM ·
INSTRUCTORS, ATHLETIC
ASSISTANTS AND
COUNTER SERVICE
ATTENDANTS NEEDED!
The City of Oviedo Parks and Recreation Department has available positions in all of the above categories.
Must be 18 or older. (lifeguards must
be ·certified in CPR and lifeguard
Training; Instructors must be certified
in CPR and WSI.) We offer a competitive wage and flexible schedule to
work around classes. Free access to
City facilities (gymnasium, fitness
room, aquatic facilities, tennis, racquetball .and basketball courts). To
apply, visit www.cityofoviedo.net
and dick on City Jobs, or apply in
person to Human Resources at City
Hall, 400 Alexandria Blvd, Oviedo, FL
32765.
Start @ $70 for a 5-hour event!
Promote brands by distributing
samples/brochures and/or demonstrating
products to consumers . Premier in-store
Promotions Company and authorized
agency of Mass Connections, Inc. , has
great opportunities in Various FL cities.
Positions available are part-time, mostly
· weekends, and typically 5 hours.
For more information and to apply online,
visit www.eventsandprom·otions.com.
Valet Attendants needed. FT/PT. Great
pay/flexible schedules. Immediate
openings.
Call (407) 616·3296
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
***www.dogdayafternoon.net***
Call 407-628-3844.

Get Paid To Drive a Brand New Car!
Now paying drivers $800-$3200
a month. Pick up your free car key
today. www.freecarkey.com

BEST PART-TIME
JOB IN ORLANDO

l\lledical Sales· Be a part of one of the 50
Fastest Growing companies in Silicon
Valley. The ideal candidate is a College
senior seeking a career in Medical
Equipment Sales. The position is a part-·
ime field salesperson developing
relationships.between doctors of various
specialties in Orlando, Gainesville, and
Ocala. The position pays $15/hour plus
gas and cell allowance plus lucrative
performance bonuses. If you are a
motivated self-starter that wants to give
your career a Jump Start, email your
cover letter and resume· to
mdenker@arthrocare.com.

DO EXTRAORDINARY THINGS•...

Servers Wan~ed PT/ FT
No exp necessary. Energetic people w/
positive attitudes. Only 20 min from UCF.
. Come in between 9 and 5.
The Briarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407·628·8651 .

Coll for an interview at one of
our two convenient locations:

Orlando: 407-243-9400
Winter Park: 407-673-9700
www.DialAmerica.com/Orlando

View all classifieds onllne anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

••

EARN·

UPTO

$170/MO.

donating .
plasma regularly

SPfCIAl

New Donors
Bring this ad
for $5 extra
on 2nd and
4th donation.

~10 Off ER
•.••••.•••••..•.•..........
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DCIJiologicals.
Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illnesses.

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasma.com
321·235·9100

-0

f'

are

Applications
DOW available for
0-Team 20061
Stop by Orientation Services (Phillips Ball 218),
call 407.823.5 lOS, or visit
www.orientation.ucf.edu.
Applications are due October 2 lst by 5:00 p.m.
Apply NOW Online!

•

l lN!YERSlTY OF CENTRAi. FLORIDA

Orientation Services
Acaclemlc Development anct Retention
Student Development and Enrollnient services

lf;'R

HEATHER GLEN

HELP ~ANTED:

~Part-Time

'

PT receptionist needed on Mon & Wed
for real estate office near UCF on
University Blvd. Direct mail preparations,
phones, files, web site maintenance.
Fax resume to 407-658-0600.

m:1 HELP WANTED:
~Full-Time

•

Looking for people to hand. out flyers . .
$8.50/hr. 321-287-0757
Sales and Management Positions
planning period up to 6 mos. Relocate to
Naples, FL Qualification Fine Art or Sales
Major. Excellent compensation &
benefits. Contact Ramez or Julie
407-629-6308 fax 407-629-9206

•

Full Time Experienced Painters Needed.
$10-$12/hr. leave a message at
407-880-8604

•

Facility operations technician for large
residential apartment complexes in the
Lake Buena Vista area. Permanent, FfT.
Excellent pay/benefits.
Fax.response to (407) .658-6103

••

•

•

•

•

..
•
•

•

Jason's deli·

• Delivery
Earn $10,000+/year delivering USA
TODAY M-F approx. 3-7AM in the
Orlando and Seminole County areas.
Avail Mondays till 10am for collections.
Must have vehicle and vaild FDUauto
ins. To apply call 800/944-5543 option 2.
TAX PREPARER, FREE TAX CLASS
Earn extra income after taking course.
Flex. sched, conv. loc. in East Orlando.
Register now! Courses start· in Sept.
Send contact info to
LibertyTaxOrlando@fdn.com or call
407-380-0880. Liberty Tax Service.
Small fee for books.

CARE GIVERS for our clients in their
homes. Flex. PT. shifts avail. No
previous exp. needed HOME HELPERS
Call 407-454-0000
Talented Web-Developer needed
to create a website for a small business
start-up near UCF. Please email
qualifications and contact info to
Givejet@hotmail.com
Sales pos. avail. Money Motivated.
Only·20.hrs/wk. 5-9p.m. Mon-Fri
$3Q0-600 + other bonuses.
Call Nick 407-467-4102.

~·

PERSONAL ASST
Data entry, filing, organizing, light ·
accounting & marketing Computer
skills req. PT eve hrs. downtown
email resume to job@perlajewels.com

"

Filing & Billing Clerk Needed.
UCF area job avail right away. Sat.
Hours & bckgrnd check req. Fax resume
to 407-679-8787. Call 407-6-73-8787

j

Billion $$$ Company Expands into
Florida With New Energy Drink! Part-time
reps needed. www.fuelgdodenergy.com
or 904-980-9212.

c:::J-
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Part-Time Jobs are available
through Career Services &
Experiential· Learning.
For more informatton visit:
www.csel.ucf.edu
Caregiver needed for disabled
gentleman w/ a wheelchair.
6:30-8:30 am M,W,F; flex weekends.
$10/hr. Call 407-276-6627.
Part Time Assistant for busy office
approx. 25hrs/wk email resume to.
preferred2@cfl.rr.com or fax to
407-306-0354 or call 407-306-0454

Turn, Turn, Turn
College Station Apartments

Only $350/mo. util. incl. No leasing. Two
rooms for rent in'3/2 home. 10 min east
of UCF w/ sat. & internet. pref. N/S male
18-24 Contact Luke asap. 407-568-1462

1 bd. in a 4/4 all utilities included,
high speed internet, cable, electric,
pool, gym. Avail ASAP-Aug.'06
$490/mo Call 612-581-4714

Room avail. 3/2 furnished house, garage,
W/D, cable, internet, near UCF, VCC,
417 & 408, $400/mo + util. Call .Brian-at
321-544-6003 or beachant@hotmail.com

Village at Alafaya Club
1 bd. in a 4/4 all utilities included, w/d,
1st mo/free, $515/mo
Call Nina 954-240-2057

Grad/Undergrad, M/F wanted for
furnished BDRM in 3 bdrm home on
lake, 6 mins from UCF. $500/mo
.incl. utll, n/s, rio pets, sec sys, pool
& tennis. Call 407-832-8160 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.

Original Unique Gifts as low as 99 cents!
Fantasy/Soi-Fi and Ninja Art Posters, Art
Wear: Rapper Hats, Sports Pillows,
Bracelets, Purses.
www.Harrington-Artwerkes.com

M or F Roommate Wanted
Room for rent in 3/2 hpme in Ashington
Park. 3 miles from UCF. $475/mo incl
all util and wireless internet.
Call 407-207-8523.

Pillowtop Mattress Sets
Brand New Orthopedics. Never used Still in factory plastic. Twin Sets $90, Full
Sets $100, Queen Sets $135. Can
Deliver! (407) 846-8822

Rooms in new house. Fully furn,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool"
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All util incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki@ 561-212-6291.

Move Out Sale! Everything has to gol
Desktop PC $870, Microwave· $45, Full
Size Bed $175, etc. Email
Sebastiah_Lacle@hotmail.com

Front Deisk Assistant needed for apt.
complex in Lake Buena Vista. Full-Time,
great pay,and benefits. Fax resume or
inquiry to 407-938-9057

Jason's Deli is now hiring delivery drivers
· to 'start at $7/hr plus tips!
We are willing to work around your busy
sched. & other jobs! Flex. shifts avail:
Mon-Fri. ·1O am to 4 pm. Delivery drivers
must be 18 yrs or older, own car, have
valid drivers license, up to date
insurances and a good driving record .
No exp. needed! Tell a friend and apply
in person at Jason's Deli, 303
E. Altamonte Dr, #1350. 407-830-0699.

~FOR RENT:
~Homes

Room For Rent- Male in 3/2 home
10 min fr UCF campus. Close to VCC
too, fenced back yard, cable/
roadrunner/ wireless, 2 car garage.
w/d, $425 + 1/4 util. 407-521-5563
3/2 SFH w/ screened patio, all
appliances included off Dean Rd .
, Call Legacy Real Estate Group at
407-275-9595
3/2/2 home in Ashington Park. Built .in
1997 - Very close to UCF. $1350/rno.
Call (407) 482-8598
ATTENTION STUDENTS!
Have you thought about buying
instead of renting? Pay the same but
own your place! Cali your UCF
Mortgage Company for assistance!
407-319-4730

E. ORLANDO - Brand new 4/212,
1950sf, near UCF & 417. Lg. Family
room. All appliances. Split Plan.
$1490/mo 407-375-4517

RENT:
( ~FOR
~ Apartments
.Can't Beat This Deal!
Single room avail. in CVI beg. immed. July 31st $500/mo. incl. all utilities, cable,
high speed internef, UNLIMITED MEAL
PLAN! Please Call Richard at
954-721-2126 or 954-336-5042

Furnished room, nice home near· UCF.
Female preferred, nonsmoker, no pets
$450/month & share utilities.
Call 407-277 -7080

J\SK ABOUT .
OUR SPECIALS!
407-657-0011
4. Barbecue
site
5. In accord
6. Raise crops
7. Cinco
8. Orange butterfly
9. Lincoln or
Vigoda
10. Opposite ?f
'tain't

21 .
22.
23:
24.

8

26.

9

13. Grind
15. Refuge
19. Amino

25.

28.
29.
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43. Ideal
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place
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45. Myrna Loyn
role
46. Majestic '""'
47. Work sta~•
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48. Clue
49. Metric
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of Florida

(407) 740-5337 Ext.209

,,
1·

Fax (407) 740-8786

.

email: harris@iccf.us ·website: www.iccf.us
21003-0205

500
Bahamas Spring Break Cruise!
. 5 Days From $299! Includes
Meals, MTV Celebrity Parties! Cancun
Acapu lco, Jamaica From $499! Campus
Reps Needed! PromoCode:31
www.springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
UCF Butokukan Martial Arts Club
Art, Sport, Self Defense
On campus for over 20 years and still
growing!!! Co-Ed Beginner's classes now
forming ... NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY! Classes ale M 6-8 PM &
W 6-8:00 PM in Student Resource
Center Auditorium (SAGA) For more info,
call Andreas at 407-257-0306 or see http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-butoucf/index.htm.
Open House, Wed 8/31 &
Wed 917 @ 7:00 PM

BAHAMA SPR ING BREAK

i
•
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Place your ad in mi.nutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your ·
ad to classifieds~UCFnews.com
View all classifieds online anytime
at wviw.UCFnews.com!

Blue Cross
Blue Shield

227 S. Orlando Ave., 1st Floor
Winter Park, FL 32789

.,

Are you fed up.with your hair?
Call Kristine "the hair nurse"
@407-701-8173
Color, Cuts, Highlights, & Fun Hair

'

" t1

Insurance Consultants
of Central Flo.rida

DEBT-FREE FUNDING
Cash advance for your pending la~suit.
' Sell your payments for structured
settlements, business notes, receivables,
private mortgages, and other income
streams. Call todayl (407)281-7841
www.pegasusfinancing.com

.

A Contracted General
Agency for

Independent Agent

WE BUY HOUSES
Any Condition, Fire Damaged,
Divorce, Estate Sale, Moving,
Foreclosure, Bankruptcy, Jail,
Behind in Payments-OK!
(386) 295-8893.

.

50. Flaky

Representing:

ESL· TUTOR
Private lessons in Basic to Advanced
English available. Flex schedule. $20/hr.
321-287-6149 or malinka60@hotmail.com

.

_.__~

Harris Springer

Elementary/Early Ed Babysitter
Altamonte Home Flex. hrs., experienced.
PT & Light Housekeeping
. email mbrehne@cfl.rr.com

r·

measure ''~

';:';:---+--r--t--"'1

_ _,____._

WRENWOOD CONDOM INIUMS
1, 2 and 3-bedroom condos. Concrete
Block Construction, single story.
Conversion property, major renovation
inside & out. Priced from the $120's.
6 miles to UCF. 407-657-9604 or
ghomes@cfl.rr.com

Female Roommates Wanted
3/1 UCF area home. $275/mo. Furnished.
Call 407-273-9045 or.407-497-2638

2 Males needed for 2 rooms. $525/mo.
includes all. Located in Alafaya Club.
Available Now. 407-313-8005.

1 & 2 Bedrooms

13

16

WATERFORD LAKES
New 3/2 close to UCF, stainless
st~el appliances, $1300/mo.
Community pool; basket, tennis courts,
352-978-3831

Room for Rent
in 3/2 House. 2 mi. from UCF
$450/mo plus 1/3 utils. Call Jessica
407-921-3867

2 Rooms Available. $535/mo.
Utilities included. Fully furnished.
Across the street from UCF. F Only.
Call Monica at 904-535-5886

7

Apartments

14

Call for free list of homes in the UCI"
area. We specialize in finding UCF
students their first home, for free.
UCF alumni Nick Phillips/Bryan
Stevens KW Realty 407-810-7622

in 3/2 house near UCF & Valencia. All
appliances, semi-furnished, 1/3 utilities,
· pool, tennis courts.Call 561-965-2672

Apartment available in 4/2 in Pegasus
Pointe.Females only. Living room and
. balcony. 1 Month Free. $350/month.

6

11

UCF Area Homes For Sale

Room for Rent

F Student Looking for M/F Roommate.
1 bdr in townhouse w/ walk in closet.
10 mins from UCF. Great amenities.
· Pets OK. $525 inc. all utll.
321-945-4438

4

350

Brand New Waterford Lakes Home
1 room avall. in a 3/2 beautiful
home. Alot of upgrades, new &
gated, $550/mo utilities Included.
Call 407-221-9531

Room for rent in a gated community
UCF area w/ 3 female co-eds. Need
good stui:ly habits, we do have a dog
but no personal pets. $400/mo, 1/4
utilities, Cali 954-796-1481

DOWN
1. Chops
2. Sea call
3. Hit

54

$500/mo incl elec, water, cable, wi-fi.
NO PETS, NO SMOKING.
407-721-4513 Avail Immediately.

Female Roommate Needed

53.
54.
55.

Heather Glen

Hondas from $500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings ,.
800-749-8116 e>n V502

Oviedo Room w/ Bath for Rent

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
for rent. $695 to $1295. View our
avail rentals at www.ORLrent.com or
contact us at 407-629-6330.
RE/MAX 200 Realty

51.
52.

Yarn twister
Overrule
Broad valley
Beatie wife
Trick
Pe(l fluid
French father
Supped
Colorful optical toy
Burst forth
Wavy-bladed
knife
Toady's reply
Lineman
Plunder

2003 Re~ Ford VX2 $35K miles
Book value $7,800 Asking price
$5,900 Good condition Call
407-325-4154

F, quiet, clean n/smoker needed for furn,
private bed/bath. 15 min from UCF. No
pets. 550/month all incl. "flex lease:
Call Jennifer 407-366-3537

Room for Rent in 3/2.5 Townhouse 1500
sq.ft. located in Waterford Lakes Area
$500/mo includes everything. For more
info Call Angela 321-662-8754

3

31.
34.
3:;i.
36.
37.
39.
41.
44.
48.

r---+-+--+--t 40. Boots

2 F roommates needed to share a 4/3
house. 1 bdrm furnished . 1 bdrm
unfurnished. It's right behind UCF
located in a nice, quiet neighborhood.
Ample bdrms w/ walk-in closets. New
w/d to share. $500 per month incl.
everything. Available now. Call Natalia at
407-782-2375 or 'naty1984@yahoo.com

4/2 like new home in Eastwood near
Waterford Town Center, P'ool Access
FREE CABLE, Washer I Dryer
$1500 I month. Call 321-217-3830

ACROSS
1. Latch
5. Switch word
8 . Wrestling
surface
11 . She, in
Barcelona
12. Kenya's capital
14. Barn or.naments
16. Brown pigment
17. Butte's
cousin
18. Cato's
breakfast
20. Teen dances
24. Knock on
wood?
27. Hose hue
30. Ad trophy
2

Professional air hockey table with
electronic overhead scoreboard.
Plenty of handles and pucks .
Includes warranty until Jan.
Was $900. Will sell for $400.
Great for all ages.
Cali 407-709-5098.

Avalon Park & Other
Fancy Areas Nearby
Looking for an upscale
home to share with others?
Immediately Vacant Homes:
Van Sheffield Dr., Twinberry Dr.
Willow Branch Dr., and more.
Professional Students Only.
Printed Photo: Willow Branch
407-716-0848 or 407-334-6658
http://Nancepropertyinvestments.com
Fizz-Focus-Fuel Good!
Looking for serious individuals to
market new energy drink. This
product category did $8.8 blllion In
sales last yr. Visit www.darrenandkeema.greatenergytoday.com or leave a voiceniail message at
(800)-270-0125

C~OSSWORD

$189
$239

5-Days/4-Nights
7-Days/6-Nights ·

Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food .
Accommodations on the island at your
· choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.
APPALACHIA TRAVEL
1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSuh.com
WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE PRICE!
Cancun from $499

Spring Break 2006 with Student
Travel Services to Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas and Florida. Are you
connected? Sell Trips, Earn Cash &
Travel Free! Cali for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.

Wanted. Furnished Accommodation.
Professor and wife visiting UCF from
Jan. 10 to May 10, 2006 seek furnished
accommodation . References available
Contact: rlbrown@uwaterloo.ca
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FREE T-SHIRT!
fREEI
THIS .WEEK'S HOT SPOT 'IS:
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THURSDAY FROM 2:00PM-3:00PM
@ REFLECTION POND
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Official Rules: Limited while supplies last. Do not contact office. If caught at the listed
location and time reading the Central Florida Future, reader may be approached by a
Central Florida Future staff member to receive a free Central Florida Future t-shirt.
, ,,__________________________________________________________________________________________
~
Check each wee or a new location and time.
l
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Whole
Sirloin
Tip Roasts·

Ripe

Bananas
I~

lh.

Fresh'. Express
Iceberg·
Garden Salad
1 f b. Bag

Fresh
P.ork Boston
Butt Roast

lh.

ea.

ea. '

ACME Soft Choice
Bath Tissue

Budweiser
or . Bud Light
.

011en Fresh
Round Top
White Bread

18- Pack, 12 oz. Cans,
Select Varieties

20 oz.
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Coke,
Diet Coke
or Sprite

ea.

W. COLONIAL DR.
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2 Liter,
Select Varieties

ea.

'

langers Apple Juice

64 oz.
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